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ABSTRACT

This report presents itethods which can be used to perform the assessment
of risk due to external events at nuclear power plants . These methods
were used to perform the external events risk assessment s for the Surry
and peach Bottom nucleat power plants as part of the NRC sponsored NUREG-
1150 risk assessroent s.

These methods apply to the full range of hazards such as carthquar.es,
fires, floods, etc. which are collectively known as external events. The
methods described in this report have been developed under NRC
sponsorship and represent, in many cases, both advancements and sirnpli-
fications m r techniques that have been used in past years. They also
include the rnost up to date dr ta bases on equipment seismic fragilities,
fire occurrence frequencies and fire damageability thresholds.

The methods described here are based on rnaking full utilization of the
power plant systems logic models developed in the internal events
analyses. Py making full use of the internal events rnodels one obtains
an external event analysis that is consistent t>oth in nomenclature and in
level of detail with the internal events analyses, and in addition,
automatically includes all the appropriate random and tests / maintenance
unavailabilities as appropriate.

Hallmarks of the methods described here include, first, the use of
) extensive computer aided screening prior to the detailed analysis of each

external event hazard to which the p l a n '. might conceivably be exposed.
These screening procedures identify those external events which could
contribute to the risk at the plant and thus, significantly redoeo the
number of events for which subsequent detailed analysis is required.
Both qualitative and quantitative screening steps are applied
sequentially. Secondly, for the detailed analysis of fires, floods and
other location-dependent scenarios, critical area analysis techniques
(heavily dependent on coroputer analyses) are utilized to identify those
areas within the plant for which such events could have a risk
significant impact on the plant. Experience has shown that the use of
such critical area analysis techniques drastically reduces the number of
areas which must be considered.

Taken together, these techniques provide a relatively straightforward
and, in some cases, simplifled set of techniques for the analysis of the
full range of external events and provides for both scrutability and
reproducibility of the final results. Futthermore, these techniques have
been applied to a number of power plants in a considerably reduced
timeframe as compared with external event analyses performed in the past.

-i11/iv-
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TOREVORD

This is one of nutterous doeurte nt s that support the preparation of the
hTREG 1150 docwtent by the NRC Of fice of Nuc1 car Regulatory Research.
11gure 1 illustrates the front end do c wr e n t a t i o n . There are three
interf acing programs p e r f o rtting this work: the Accident Sequence

Evaluation Program (ASEP), the Severe Accident Risk Reduction Program
(SARRP), and the Phenottenology and Risk Uncertainty Evaluation Progrart
(PRUEP). The Zion PRA was perf ormed at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory and at Brookhaven Nationni Laboratory.

Table 1 is a list of the eriginal primary doc urre nt a t i on and the
corresponding revised doewtentation. There are several items that should
be noted. First, in the original bTREC/CR 4550 report, Volurte 2 was to
be a sumrtary of the internal analyses. This report was deleted. In

Revision 1, Volwtc 2 now is the expert judpent e11 citation covering all
plants. Volwtres 3 and 4 include external event s analyses f or Surry and
teach Bottom, resptetively.

The revised bTREC/CR 45$1 covers the analysis included in the original
NUREC/CR 4551 and NUREC/CR 4700. However, it is dif f erent f rom hTREC/CR-
4550 in that the results from the expert judpent clicitation are given
in f our parts to Volutte 2 with each part covering one category of issues.
The accident progression event trees are given in the appendices for each
of the plant ent. lyses.

Originally, NVREC/CR 4550 was published without the designation * Draft
f or Comtnent . * Thus, the final revision of NUREC/CR 4550 is designated
Revision 1. The label Revision 1 is used consistently on all volumes
except Volume 2, which was not part of the original docwrentation.

a ''Dra f t for Comment" so, inbTREC/CR 4551 was originally published as
its final f orm, no Revision 1 designator is required to distinguish it
from the previous documentatation.

There are several other reports published in association with hTREG 1150.
These are:

bTREC/CR 5032, SAND 87 2428, Modeling Tine to kecovery and Initiating
Event Frecuency for Loss of Off s1Lg:_. Power Incidents at Nuclear Power
Plants, R. L. Iman and S. C. Hora, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM, January 1968,

hTRE0/CR 4840, SANDBB 3102, Procedures for Internal Fvent Core Danage
Treauency Analyres f or STREG 1150, M. P. Bohn and J. A. Lambright,
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, November 1990.
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t
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EXECUTIVE SUKKARY

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis,sion (NRC) is sponsoring probabilistic
risk assessments (PRAs) of f ive opet ating commercial nuclear power plants,
as part of a major update of the understanding of risk as provided by the
original WASH 1400 risk assessments (Ref. 1). Collectively, the five
risk assessments are known as the NUREG ll50 risk asst ssments (Ref. 2).
In contrast to the WAS}l 1400 studies, at least two of the NUREG 1150 risk

assessments have included a detailed analysis of riskt due to
earthquakes, fires, floods etc. which are collectively known as '' external
events." This report summarizes the methods used in the external event
analyses for NUREG ll50, and presents these methods in terms of
recommendations for future applications.

The two NUREG 1150 plants for which external events have been considered
(to date) are Surry and Peach Bottom, a pressur ized water reactor (PWR)
and boiling water reactor (BWR), respectively. The external event
analyses (through core damage frequency calculations) for these two
plants were performed using the methods in this report.

In keeping with the philosophy of the internal events analyses for NUREG-
1 1150, which are intended to be " smart" PRAs making full use of all

insights gained during the past ten years developments in risk assessment
methodologies, the corresponding external event analyses were also
performed by newly developed methods. These methods have been developed
at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) under the sponsorship of the NRC's
Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory Research as part of their Dependent failure
Methodology Development Program. The first application of thet.o new
methods was in the seismic analyses of six power planto as part of the
NRC's program for the resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A 45,
Adequacy of Decay Heat Removal Systems (Ref. 3). Extension of these
meth,ds to fire, flood, etc. has been continuing during the past two
years.

In contrast to most past external event analyses, wherein rudimentary,

systems models were developed reflecting each external event under
consideration, the NUREG- 1150 analyses are based on the availability of>

the full internal event PRA systems models (event trees and fault trees)
and make use of extensive computer nided screening to reduce them to the
accident sequence cut sets important to each external event. This
provides two major advantages in that consistency and scrutability with
respect to the internal events analysis is achieved, and the full gamut
of random and test / maintenance unavailabilities are automatically
included, while only those p robabilistic ally important survive the
screening process. Thus, ful.1 benefit of the internal event analysis is
obtained by perfora'.ng the internal and external event analyses
sequentially.

Each external event analysis begins with a review of the Final Safety
Analysis Report (pSAR), related design documents and the plant safety
systems descriptions in the internal events PRA documentation. Physical
locations of important components are determired from the general
arrangement drawings. The plant fire protection Arpendix R submittals |
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i
1
1

!
I form the basis for the initial identification of fire and flood zone

boundaries and barriers. Shortly thereaf ter, a plant visit of 2 to 3
days duration is made involving an integrated team of six to eight
specialists in the various external events and at Icast one r, stems

analyst from the internal events PRA team.
|-
I The initial step in the external events analysis consists of a screening
: analysis of essentially all external events to which the plant could

conceivably be exposed. Many hazards can be excluded from further
i

analysis by virtue of their inapplicability to the site in question.
Others can be excluded from consideration based on the fact that these;

j events-are a subset of more general events already considered (and
excluded) in the plant design safety analysis events as documented in the
plant FSAR. Finally, a number of the remaining events can usually be
excluded based on simple quantitative screening arguments (often based on

! the frequency of the hazard itself) which demonstrate that the event in,

; queation could contribute an increment to core damage frequency
j subrtantially less than that already computed for the internal events
] analysis for the plant. The use of these screening techniques redu:es
1

the number of events which must be considered subsequently. In general,
i both fira and seismic events would always be considered for any plant.
)

Other events are included only if they cannot be screened from further
; consideration,

j The seistnic assessment is the critical path item due to the time required
; to assembic the structural drawings and models. To determine the

important buildings' responses to an earthquake, a best estimate
structural dynamic response calculation is made by coupling design beam.

,

element models with a realistic model of the underlying soil column and
using a soil. structure interaction code. The result is statistical
distributions for floor slab accelerations, and estimates of variability
and correlations. Conronent fragilities are obtained either from a
generic data base or derived on a plant specific basis as determined on
the initial plant walkdown. A generalized probabilistic screening method4

is used to determine 1:nportant cut sets while allowing for explicit
incorporation'of correlation. The seismic hazard is obtained from the
results of two . extensive seismic hazard characterization studles, one
sponsored by the NRC and the other by the Elcetric Power Research

,

Institute (EPRI). The hazard curve family, the seismic' responses and the
seismic fragilities are then combined and utilized with a Monte Carlo
analysis to obtain recan frequencies of the accident-sequences and core
damage as well as uncertainties associated with these incan frequencies.

|

The fire and internal - flooding analysis tasks proceed in a paralici
fashion. Fire initiator frequencies are obtained from a historical fire

!_ occurrence data base developed- at Sandia National Laboratories.
! Partitioning of building fire frequencies down to sub-area frequencies is

based on cable loading, electrical cabinet distributions and transient
i-

f
combustible estimates based on walkdown observations and a transient

i
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j

i

l

l cortbus tible data base developed at SNL. Coreponent damage temperatures
J (rather than auto ignition temperatures) are based on SNL fire tests. A

: cornpartment fire growth code is used to predict component teroperatures in
fire areas where file growth and equipment separation are important
considerations. Critical area analyses using the SETS code provides4

accident sequence cut sets for quantification, including barrier failure
and random failures as appropriate. A fire detection / suppression ),

! histogram developed at SNL is used to incorporate fire fighting timing 1

into the analysis.

Similar approaches are used for internal and external floods, tornadoes,
winds, etc. A major economy is achieved by analyzing fire and flood
events together and scismic, wind and tornado events together due to the

|, corr.rnonality of the analysis processes. For example, it is a minor task
q to extend the seismic fragility derivations to be applicable to wind
3 f ragilities . Similar economies arise in the screening steps for fire and
; flood.
?

Taken together, the methods presented in this report present a
straightforward and of ten siinplified approach to the analysis of external
events. The methods described enhance both the scrutability and
reproducibility of each individual analysis. Further, the roanner of
displaying the results lends itself to enabling the reader to reproduce
point estimate calculations and benee, understand both the input to the

j analysis as well as irnportant aspects which lead to the final result.
'

Finally, since these techniques are based on the internal events system
nnalysis models, the results are consistent both in form and nomenclature
with the internal events analysis and hence, the accident scenario
results can be cornpared with those from the internal events analysis in a
relctively simple fashion. Finally experience has shown that thne
techniques can be applied at a considerable savings in tirne and cost over
similar analyses perforrned in the past.

i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 S.s.ent

This report summarizes the procedures used in performing external event
core damage frequency (CDP) analyses for two commercial nuclear power
plants (Furry and Peach Bottom) as part o n' the NRC sponsored Accident
Sequence Evaluation Program power plant risk reevaluations, often
referred to as the NUREC 1150 program (after the principal document
summarizing the results of the program). In this program, both internal
and external events risk analyses are being performed, Although these
risk assessments are intended to be complete and to capture the large
majority of plant risk, the NUREC-1150 PRAs are intended to be " smart"
PRAs making full use of past experience, generic data bases and other
dn f ens ible simplifications to the maximum extent possible. llowever, a

number of the analysis procedures described herein represent improvements %

in the state-of the art and result in enhanced defendability of the
results even though the actual ecmputational procedures have been
simplified. ihis report describes the procedures and data bases used for
performing such external event core damage frequency analyses.

Besides simplification in terms of cost reduction and minimitation of
execution time, the procedures prest nted here also meet the following
additional objectives, i.e., the simplified external event CDF
assessments are:

e

a. Consistent with internal event failure analyses: The same event
trees / fault trees and random failure data will be used.

b. Transparent: A standard report format should enable the render
to reproduce'most of the results.

c. Realistic: Best estimate data and models will be used as much
as possible. t.11 important plant specific failure modes will be
analyzed.

Experience has shown that, given the availability of appropriate risk
assessment personnel and cooperation of the plant owner / utility, these
analyses can be completed in eight to twelve calendar months per plant.
The methodology presented here is suitabic for a wide range of nuclear
safety applications , and is currently being applied to the resolution of
several generic unresolved safety issues as part of on-going NRC
programs.

1.2 overview of ProcedqIes and Bases for Simpl yications

The procedures described in this report are based on the following
general concepts:

1-1
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a. The external event analyses are based on the internal event CDP
assessment plant system models and fault trees, and (other than
preliminary data gathering) should not be started until the
internal events systems analysis (event trees and fault trees)
has been finalized.

b. A systematic screcoing of the full range of external events to
which the plant could conceiveably be exposed (e.g., aircraft
crash, external flooding, tornado, extreme wind, etc.) is
performed early in the procese to eliminatn all unimportant
hazards,

c. A simultaneous and coordinated evaluation of a13 (non-
negligible) external events is performed to minimize data
gathering efforts and prevent duplication of effort. Also,
simultaneous evaluation produces insights into hazard
interactions (for example, seismic fire interactions) not
otherwise readily available,

d. Computer-aided screening techniques and conservative failure
probabilities based on generic failure data are utilized prior
to any detailed component failure analysis calculations to
minimize overall effort without sacrificing accuracy.

After the screening analysis of all applicable site hazards has been
performed, the general steps in the CDF analysis of each remaining
external event are:

a. Determine the hazard non exceedance frequency.

b. Model plant and systems.

c. Solve fault trees with screening techniques to determine non-
negligibic acciden* sequenceu and cut sets,

d. Determine responses, fragilities, and correlation for each basic
event in the (non-negligible) cut sets.

e, Evaluate mean values and uncertainty distributions for all
accident sequence and core damage frequencies.

f. Perform sensitivity studies on contributors to CDF and to
uncertainty.

It is only the details of the individual steps that are different for the
different types of external events. They all have, in common, the
internal events plant cafety system logic mo* 2 These logic models are
then specialized to each applicable hc. rd using computer-aided
techniques. However, the general analysis procedure is the same for any
individual event.

12 !
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Table 1.1 presents a list of the external hazards which are considered
for each site. Past PRA experience shows that only a very few of these
are significant contributors to risk at any particular plant. In f act ,

all past PRAs show that the reismic and fire events are far and away the
most important external event risk contributors. In addition, internal

or external flooding, tornado or aircraf t crashes are infrequent (and
less significant) contributors. Detailed descriptions of the initial
screening procedures have already been presented in an earlier report
(Ref. 1). Application of these procedures to the Surry and Peach Bottom
plants are given in References 2 and 3.

This report focuses on the fire and seismic procedures, for it is these
events for which significant advances and simplifications have been
made. If one of the "other" external events is found to be non-
negligible, its effect is typically not pervasive and its impact easily
modeled. In fact, the main difficulty for these "other" events is
estimating the associated hazard, which is primarily a site specific data
gathering task. Detailed descriptions of procedures for such "other"
events as flooding, tornadoes, etc., have been previously presented in
the PRA Procedures Guide (Ref. 4). No sigulficant simplifications were
identified for the analysis of these events. Thus, it is fire and
seismic methods which are the primary focus of this report. Furthermore,

since good descriptions of the basic methodologies used in past seismic
and fire PRAs are already available in existing documents (Refs. 4 and
5), this report focusses on the improvements and simplifications which
have been developed for the seismic and fire methods, and does not
attempt a tutorial presentation.

13 I
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Table 1,1

List of External Events -

Maior PRA Consid ration Minor PRA Conriderationt

Seismic Lightning
Fire

Low Lake / River LevelInternal Flood Ice Cover
Avalanche
Forest Fire
Industrial Facility Accident
Landslide
Meteorite
Volcanic Activity
liail

Occasional PRA Consid M .lE2
External flood
Transportation accidents
Pipe line accidents

Aircraft Impact
Extreme Winds
Tornado *

.-o
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2.0 PIANT VISITS AND EXTERNAL EVENT SCREENING ANALYSES

As described in Chapter 1, a significant amount of effort is saved by
performing a systematic and vigorous screening analysis for all external
events which could potentially affect the plant. This screening is based
on data from the Final Safety Analysis Report and related documents,
historical data gathered for the site under consideration (aircraft
flight frequencies, flood occurrences, etc.) and on a detailed walk down
of the plant and its surroundings. These aspects are described below.

2.1 The Plant Visits

In general, a minimum of four plant visits are required. The initial
visit, involving the full team of analysts, should take place as early as
possible, - for it serves as the basis for the initial plant information
request submittal and the initial hazard screening process. Prior to the
first plant visit, the external events team should be briefed by the
internal events systems analysts as to the general character of safety
systems, support systems, system cuccess criteria and critical
interdependencies identified to date. In addition, applicable FSAR
sections should be reviewed, and a basic set of plant general arrangement-

drawings should be available to each team member.

Ideally, the team would consist of the following personnel:

Team Leader PRA Project Manager
Seismic Component Fragility Analyst
seismic Structural Fragility Analyst
Fire PRA Analyst
Flood PRA Analyst
External Event Screening Analyst
Internal Events Systems Analyst

Experience has shown that fewer team mombers cannot effectively assimi-
late the information which must be obtained on the initial visit. In

addition, data questionnaires, standard data sheets and a flash camera
| (requiring advance plant notification) are essential. For example, a list

of seismic aspects which have often been found to be risk contributors in
past seismic PRAs is shown in' Table 2.1, Examples of fire and flood data
recording sheets are given in Figure 2.1. Tape measures, flash- lights,
small rule (for scale in photographs) and a thin, flexible metal rule for
checking cabinet anchorage _are all necessary and should be availabic.

The initial walkdown would visit all areas containing safety or essential
support equipment. (For these simplified analyses, an in-containment
walkdown is usually not possible.) In our experience, two full days are
adequate - for this initial visit. At the completion of this initial
visit, the following should have been obtained:

a. A list of components suspected of being vulnerable to seismic
damage and requiring site specific fragility analysis,

b, a list of potential secondary seismic structural failures
(masonry walls, etc.) and components with the potential to be
damaged by these secondary failures.

2-1
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Table 2.1

Items to Examine Durin6 Plant Visit Based On
Common Vulnerabilities Found in Past Seismic PRAs

1, took for masonry block walls near critical equipment, e.g., battery

room enclosures, in diesel generator rooms, near APWS pumps, etc.

2. Examine switchgear and motor control centers (especially 4160 V
emergency switchgear) . Are anchorages to floor (welds or bolto)
adequate? Arc adj acent cabinets tied together so they would not
" hammer" cach other during an earthquake. Is there sufficient slack

in cables exiting the cabinet?

3. Look for suspended ceilings or hanging light fixtures in the control
room or other critical areas which might fall in an earthquake.

4. Examine pipe runs between buildings (especially between auxiliary
and reactor buildings in PWRs). Estimate span length between
nearest anchors in each building. Could relative motion between
buildings _cause large strains in pipes?

5. Examine battery racks and batteries. Check for proper bolting to
floor and walls , adequacy of rack configuration and presence of
spacers between batteries.

6. Examine important A0V's to see that sufficient slack exists in air
lines and that air tanks are properly bolted down. Could valves or
operators impact a5ainst adjacent pipes, walls, etc?

7. Examine important MOV's for support of motor operators. Are
- electrical cables sufficiently slack? Could valves or operators
impact against adjacent pipes, walls, etc.

8. Examine cable trays. At penetrations through walls , could cables
shear if trays shift? Are floor su,, ports adequate? Are hangers and
bolts or embedded anchors adequate?

9. Examine motor-driven safety-related pumps. Are floor anchorages

adequate? Is there slack in feed lines and electrical cables. Are
ancillary lube oil pumps and oil tanks tied down?

10. Examine condensate storage tank (s) and refuelling water storage
tank. Are they adequately bolted to concrete pad. Are other
(secondary) - storage tanks (e.g., demineralized water tank, pre-
treated water tank, etc.) bolted down? Is outlet pipe from CST or
RWST anchored so relative motion of tank could cause large strain?
Could outlet pipes fall at the building penetration due to relative
motion?

|
22
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Figure 2.1. Sample Fire / Flood Data Recording Sheets (2 of 4) ,
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Figure 2.1. Sample Fire / Flood Data Recording Sheets (3 of 4)
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c. A copy of the civil / structural drawing. index for the plant
(usually a 10 to 20 page list) from which needed drawings may be
identified,

d. Sketches of typical anchorage details for important tanks, heat
exchanges, electrical cabinets, etc.

c. A visual evaluation of structural connectivity of floor slabs,
wall to-ceiling connections, location of diaphragm cut outs
etc., which define load ca rrying paths. (These are to be
compared with structural drawings later.)

f. For each room or compartment containing essential safety
equipment, an identification of fire sources (power cables,
pumps, solvents etc. ) ,. locations of - fire barriers, fire / smoke
detectors, separation of cable trains etc. and a list of
equipment in the room.

g. For each room or compartment, an identification of flooding
sources (tanks, high or low pressure piping), floor drains,
sumps, flood walls, flood detectors etc.

h. A brief list of key plant personnel or utility
engineering / licensing personnel to be contacted later if
specific questions arise.

As soon-as possible following the initial plant visit, a list of needed
drawings and documentation should be prepared and _ sent to the designated
NRC or plant contact, A list of the information typically required is
shown in Table 2.2. (Note that no emergency procedures guidelines,
technical specifications, maintenance procedures, or maintenance request
data are shown on this table, as this information is used primarily by
the internal events analysts, and should already be available.)

At the end of the first month, a second visit by the external events
screening analyst is usually required, During this visit the analyst
resolves screening issues that have arisen during the preliminary

; screening of all external event hazards. In addition, he gathers
| further data required to aid in eliminating as many external events as
| possible and also reviews the current configuration of the plant to

determine if any of the assumptions made in tt.e FSAR have changed since
the plant _ began operation.

A visit to the plant by fire analysis personnel is later needed to allow
for cabic path tracing or verification. This is usually not undertaken
until the preliminary fire screening analysis has been performed based on
a review of the plant fire protection Appendix R submittal.

Sometime.around tte fifth conth, a final plant visit is made. During this
final visit, initial conclusions as to plant vulnerabilities

|
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Table 2,2

Data Required for External Svent Assessments

Systems

FSAR and amendments
Fire Protection Appendix R Submittal
General arran6emenc irawings
Licensee event reports
PRAs performed on plant or plant systems, including

random event fault trees
System descriptions (of type found in plant / operator

training manuals)
Equipment lists
Fire Brigade Procedures

Site Soil Conditions

Geologic data on site
Soil configurations
Boring information
Ground water data
Static and dynamic soil properties

Laboratory tests+

In-situ field test resultse

Etructures

Results of dynamic seismic analysia
Dynamic design models
Structural drawings
Slab and wall geometries & reinforcement schedules
Masonry wall specifications
Steel detailing drawings

Beam / column schedules
containment wall geometry
Concrete cylinder test results
Re-bar test results
Field-crected_ tank (vendor) drawings civil drawings

showing foundation, ring girder and anchor bolt details

Eaglpment

Safety Related Components List (Location and Qualification Basis)
Power and Control Cable Routing Diagrams
. Ventilation layout Drawings
Fire Protection System Component Descriptions

2-8
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i

are reviewed with plant personnel, assumptions verified and any final
'

data required should be obtained. Again, a two-day visit is usually
adequate.

2.2 Screaninr of Other Externni f.yents

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the full range of possible external events
is considered, but based on the FSAR and the initial plant visit, the
vast majority can usually be shown to make negligible contributions to
risk. General criteria for screening the various hazards have been
given in the PRA Proceduren Guide (Ref. 1):

An external event is excluded if:

a. The event is of equal or lesser damage potential than the events
for which the plant has been designed. This requires an
evaluation of plant design bases in order to estimate the
resistance of plant structures and systems to a particular
external event. For example, it is shown by Kennedy, Blejwas
and Bennett (Ref. 2) that safety-related structures designed for
earthquake and tornado loadings in Zone 1 can safely withstand a
3.0 psi static pressure from explosions. llenc e , if the PRA

analyst demonstrates that the overpressure resulting from
explosions at a source (e.g., railroad, highway or industrial
facility) cannot exceed 3 pai, these piostulated explosions need
not be considered.

b. The event has a significantly lower mean frequency of occurrence
than other events with similar uncertainties and could not
result in worse consequences than those events. For example,
the FRA analyst may exclude an event whose mean frequency of
occurrence is less than some small fraction of those for other
events. In this case, the uncertainty in the frequency estimate
for the excluded event is judged by the PRA analyst as not
significantly influencing the total risk.

c. The event cannot occur close enough to the plant to affect it.
This is also a function of the magnitude of the event. Examples
of such events are landslides, volcanic eruptions and earthquake
fault ruptures,

d. The event is included in the definition of another event. For
example, storm surges and seiches are included in external
flooding; the release of toxic a,ses from sources external to

ects of either pipelinethe plant is included in the o

accidents, industrial or military facility accidents, or
transportation accidents.

These criteria are usually sufficient to exclude all but a few external
hazards. For those remaining, a simple bounding analysis will often
provide sufficient justification for exclusion. Procedures for these
screening analyses have been documented previously in this program as
given in Reference 3 and will not he repeated here. Decalled examples of
applications of these methods are given in References 4-6.

;

2-9
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3.0 SEISMIC CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

A seismic analysis must simultaneously consider all the interrelated
factors that determine the probability of radioactive release and
exposure to the puhile. These closely coupled factors are:

a. The likelihood and magnitude of potential earthquakes,

b. The transfer of earthquake energy from the fault source to the
phenomenon that varies with the magnitude ofpower plant site, a

an carthquake,

c. The interaction between the soil underlying the power plant and
the structural response, a phenomenon that depends on the soll
composition under the plant and the location of the fault source
relative to the plant.

d. The coupling of responses between the power plant's buildings and
the massive reactor vessels, piping systems, and emergt.cy safety
sy:tems within,

e. The numerous accident scenarios which vary according to the types
of failures assumed and the success or failure of the engineered
safety features intended to mitigate the consequences of an
accident.

At some level of detail, all these aspects must be addressed in any
seismic PRA.

In general, a nuclear power plant is designed to ensure the survival of
all buildings and emergency safety systems in a design basis or a safe
shutdown carthquake. The assumptions underlying this design process are
deterministic and subject to considerable uncertainty. It ic not
possible, for example, to accurately predict the worst earthquake that
will occur at a given site. Soil properties, mechanical properties of
buildings, and damping in buildings and internal structures also vary
significantly. To model and analyze the coupled phenomena that
contribute to the frequency of radioactive release, it is therefore
necessary to consider all significant sources of uncertainty as well as
all significant interactions. Total risk is then obtained by considering
the entire spectrum of possible earthquakes and integrating their
calculated consequences. This point underscores an irnportant requirement
for a seismic PRA; the nuclear power plant must be examined in its
entirety, as a system.

A second irapor tant aspect which must be addressed is that, during an
earthquake, all parts of the plant are excited simultaneously. This
means that there may be significant correlation between component
failures, and hence, the redundancy of safety systems could be
compromised. For example, in order to force emergency core cooling water
into the reactor core following a pipe leak or break, certain valves must
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open. To ensure reliability, two valves are located in p.t tiel so that
shoulu one fail to open, the second valve would provide the necessary
flow path. Sinco valve failure due to random causes (corrosion,
electrical defect, etc.) is an unlikely event, the provision of two
valves provides a high degree of reliability, lloweve r , during an
earthquake both valves would be shaken simultaneously, and there is a
high likelihood that both valves would be damaged if one is damaged,
llence , the planned for redundancy would be compromised. This " common.
cause" failure possibility represents a potentially significant risk to
nuclear power plants during an earthquake.

Under NRC sponsorship, a detailed seismic risk assessment methodology was
%veloped in the Seismic Saft j Margins Research program (SSMRP) as
described in Reference 1. That program culminated in a detailed
evaluation of the seismic risk at the Zion nuclear power station (Ref.
2). In this evaluation, the attempt was made to accurately compute the
responses of all walls and floor slabs in the Zion structures, all
moments in the important piping systems , accelerations of all important
-valves, and the spectral accelerations at each safety system component
(pump, electrical bus, motor control conter, etc.). Correlation between
the responses of all components was computed from the detailed dynamic
response calculations. All important safety and auxiliary systems
functions were analyzed, and fault trees were developed which traced
failure down to the individual component level. Event trees related the
system failures to accident sequences and radioactive release modes.
Using these detailed models and calculations, it was possible to evaluate
the-seismic CDP at Zion in a level of detail not previously available,
and determine quantitatively the CDF importance of the components,
initiating events, and accident sequences. The methods used for and the
results obtained from the SSMRP seismic assessment for the Zion plant
form the basis for many of the simplifications used i.n the NUREG 1150
seismic PRA procedures described in this report.

3.1 Overview of Seismic PRA Procedures

There are seven steps required for calculating the seismic risk of core
damage at a nuclear power plant:

a. Determine the- local earthquake hazard (hazard curve and site
spectra or suite of time histor*.es),

b. Identify accident scenarios for the plant which lead to
radioactive release (initiating events and event trees),

c. Determine failure modes for the plant safety and support systems
(fault trees).

d. Determine fragilities - (probabilistic failure criteria) for the
important structures and components,

e. . Determine the responses (accelerations or forces) of all
structures and components (for each earthquake-level).
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f. Compute the mean values and probability distributions of the
accident sequence and the core damage frequencies using the
information from Steps 1 through 5.

g. Perform sensitivity studies to identify the dominant
contributors to seismic risk and the relative contributions of
the hazard curve, fragility and response uncertainties to the
overall uncertainty in core damage frequency.

Procedures for performing the seven steps of the seismic risk analysis
procedure are summarized below. More detailed descriptions and
references for each step are presented in following sections.

Sten 1 Seismic Hazard Characterization

a. For sites in the eastern and central United States, hazard curves
developed in the NRC sponsored Eastern United States Hazard
Characterization Program (Ref. 3) and the EPRI Sponsored Seismic
Hazard Methodology Program (Ref. 4) should be used.

b. For plants west of the Rocky Mountains, site-specific hazard curves
must be developed due to the high levels of seismic activity and the
influence of identifiable active faults. However, for existing
western U. S. commercial power plant sites, such hazard curves are
already available,

c. Site-specific ground motion spectra and time histories must be
developed for each site. These can be obtained by selecting an
ensemble of recorded earthquake time histories at similar sites and
computing a median spectra from these time histories.

Sten ? - Initiatine Events and Event Trees

The seismic event trees should be taken directly from those developed for
the internal events analysis, with modifications to include any
seismically-induced systems level structural failures. Both loss of
coolant accidents (vessel rupture, large, medium and small LOCAs) and
transient events should be included. In general, two types of transients
should be considered; those in which the power conversion system (PCS) is
initially available (denoted T3 transients) and those in which the PCS is
failed as a direct consequence of the initiating event (denoted T t
transients).

The frequencies of vessel rupture (RPV) and large LOCA events can be
determined from the probability of failure of the major reactor coolant
system component supports. The medium and small LOCA initiating event
frequencies can be computed based on a statistical distribution of pipe
failures computed as part of the SSMRP program.

The probability of Ti transients is based on the probability of loss of
offsite power (LOSP). This will always be the dominant cause of these
transients (for the majority of plants for which LOSP causes loss of main
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initiating event is computed fromfeedwater). The probability of the T3
the condition that the sum of all the initiating event probabilicies
considered must be unity. The hypothesis is that, given an earthquake of
reasonable size, at least one of the initiating events will occur.

Sten 3 Pault Trees

The fault trees developed for the internal events analysis are used
directly although they require *,dification to include basic events with
seism *c fallute modes and re-solving the trees for pertinent cut sets to
be included in the seismic PRA calculations. In solving the fault trees
for the seismic cut sets, conservative basic event probabilities (bused
on the seismic failure probabilities evaluated at a high earthquake peak
ground acceleration level combined with the random failure probabilities)
are used. Probabilistic culling is used in solving these trees in such a
way as to assure that important correlated cut sets (involving dependent
seismic failure modes) are not lost.

Sten 4 - Cognonent and Structure Failure De_s_priptinnE

Component seismic fragilities are obtatned either from a generic
fragility data base or developed on a plant specific basis for components
not fitting the generic component descriptions. Two sources of fragility
data are available.

The first is a data base of generic fragility functions for seismically-
induced failures originally developed as part of the SSMRP (Ref. 5).
Fragility functions for the generic categories were developed based on a
combination of experimental data, design analysis reports, and an
extensive expert opinion survey. The experimencal data utilized in
developing f ragility curves were obtained from the results of component
manufacturer's qualification tests, independent testing lab failure data
and data obtained from an extensive U.S. Corps of Engineers testing
program. These data were statistically combined with the expert opinion
survey - data to produce fragility curves for the generic component
categories.

A second useful source of fragility information is a compilation of site-
specific fragilities (Ref. 6) derived from past seismic PRAs prepared by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). By selecting a suite of
site-specific fragilities for any particular component, one can obtain an
estimate of a generic fragility for that component.

Finally, following the probabilistic screening of the seismic accident
sequences, plant specific fragilities are developed for components not
fitting in the generic data base categories as determined during the
plant visit. These are developed based either on analysis or an
extrapolation of the seismic equipment qualification tests.

,

Sten 5 - Seismic Response of Structures and Components

Building and component seismic responses (floor slab spectral
accelerations as a function of acceleration) are computed at several peak
ground acceleration values on the hazard curve. Three basic aspects of
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seismic response (best e s t i rta t e s , variability, and correlation) must be
estimated. SSMRp Zion analysle, results and simplif led methods studies
form the basis for assigning variability and correlation of responses.

For soil sites, SilAKE code calculations (Ref. 7) are performed to assess
the effect of the local soll column (in any) on the surface peak ground
acceleration and to develop strain dependent soil properties as a
funetton of acceleration level. This permits an appropriate evaluation
of the effects of nonhomogeneous underlying soll conditions which can
strongly affect the butiding responses.

building loads, accelerations and In-structure response spectra are
obtained from multiple time history analyses using the plant design
fixed base beam element models for the structures combined with a best-
estimate model of the soil column underlying the plant. Variability in

responses (floor al spectral accelerations) can be assigned based on
the SSMRp results. Although any structural dynamic analysis code can be
used, the Cl.AS S I code (Ref. 8) has been shown to be particularly
convenient for these calculations,

filcp 6 :_ titt.ll e n t Senuence and Cort _Da nne Fregtene_y_l!peert ainty Analv41si

A simple and direct evaluation of accident sequence and core damage
f requencies using Mont e Carlo sampling is recommended. This has proven
to be efticient and much more direct than other competing methods.

Eing 7 - Sentti.tivity Studies

Sensitivity studies should be performed to determine the dominant
contributors to risk as well as dominant contributors to the uncertainty

in the final risk estimate. One-at-a-time calculations of risk reduction
potential for each component provides a measure of relative contribution
t.o the mean frequencies. Recalculation of the core damage freq2 ncy with
component modelling uncertainties set to zero provides a measure of the
relative contribution of each basic event to the total uncertainty in the

final result.

In the following, recommendations and their basis for each step above are
provided in more detail,

3.2 En.Lo.rmine the Earthauake llazard

The earthquake hazard at a given power plant site is characterized by a
hazard curve and either a suite of carthquake timo histories or a site
ground motion spectra. The hazard curve is a f requency plot which gives
the probability of exceedance (per year) of different peak rzound
accelerations. Figure 3,1 shows a sample hazard curve. The ordinant of
this plot (for a given peak ground acceleration) gives the frequency (per
year) of the occurrance of one or more earthquakes having peak ground
acceleration greater than the abetssa. Figure 3.2 shows a typical site
ground motion response spectra which describes the relative frequency
content of the earthquake motions expected at the site, and also reflects
the influence of the local soll column and layering in modifying the
earthquake frequencies transmitted to the plant foundations.
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3.2.1 General Conciderations

For a given site, the hazard curve is derived from a combination of
recorded carthquake data, estimated earthquake magnitudes of known events
for which no data are availabic, review of local geological
investigations, and use of expert judgm9nt from seismologists and
geologists familiar with the region in question. The region around the

! site (say within 100 km) is divided into zones, each zone having an
(assumed) uniform mean rate of earthquake occurrence. This mean
occurrence rate is determined from the historical record, as is the
distribution of ecrthquake magnitudes. Then, for the region under
consideration, an attenuation law is determined which relates the ground
acceleration at the site to the ground acceleration at the carthquake
source, as a function of the earthquake magnitude. The uncertainty in
the attenuation law is specified by the standard deviation of the data

! (from which the law was derived) about the mean attenuation curve.
These four pieces of information (zonation, mean occurrence rate and
magnitude distribution for each zone, and attenuation law) are then
combined statistically to compute the hazard curve.

The low level of seismic activity and the lack of instrumental records
make it difficult to carry out seismic hazard analyses for the central
and eastern United States using historic data alone. To augment the datat

base, current methodologies make use of the judgement of experts familia"
with the area under consideration.

Expert opinion is solicited on input parameters for both the carthquake
occurrence model and the ground motion (attenuation) model. Questions
directed to experts cover the following areas: (a) the configuration of
scismic source zones, (b) the maximum magnitude or intensity earthquake
expected in each zone, (c) the earthquake activity rate and occurrence
statistics associated with each zone, and (d) methods for predicting
ground motion attenuation in the zones from an earthquake of a given size
at a given distance.

Using the information provided by the experts, seismic hazard evaluations
for the site are performed. The hazard results thus obtained using each
expert's input are combined into a single hazard estimate using a
weighting method. Approaches used to generate the subjective input, to
assure reliability by feedback loops and cross checking, and to account
for biases and modes of judgment are described in detail in Reference 9.

3.2.2 Procedures for Developing Hazard Curves and Spectra

To perform the seismic PRA, a family of hazard curves and either
ensembles of time histories or a site ground motion spectra must be
available. To obtain these for a site with no previous investigation
usually involves 6 to 12 months effort to develop and process a data base
on earthquake occurrences and attenuation relations as described above.
For plant sites in the western United States, where the hazard curves are
closely tied to local tectonic features which can be identified and for
which a significant data base of recorded earthquake time histories

3-8
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exista, it is usually necessary to go through this process for each
individual plant site, floweve r , _ for sites in the eastern and central-

United States, there are existing data bases and seismic hazard
characterization programs which can be utilized to obtain hazard curves
in a very time and resource efficient manner.

Two recently completed programs provide extensive data bases on
earthquake occurrences, magnitude distributions, and appropriate
attenuation laws from which hazard curves can be developed for any i

location in the east or contral United States, based on the procedures ]
described above. These two programs are the NRC-sponsored Eastern United ;

States Seismic llazard Characterization Program (Ref. 3) performed by 'l
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and the corresponding !

industry sponsored EPR1 Seismic flazard Methodology Development Program j
(Ref. 4). These two programs have developed hazard curves and site
spectra for every commercial reactor site in the central and eastern

-United States. Further, using,the data bases developed and the computer
programs utilized,- it is possible to obtain a hazard curve for any other
geographical site in the central or castern United States which has not
already been published. Thus, these two programs provide a convenient
and well documented source from which hazard curves can be obtained.
Figure 3.3 shows the hazard curve family for the Surry site obtained from
the NRC sponsored fastern Seismic llazard Characterization Study. Figure
3.4 shows the corresponding curves obtained from the EPRI study. On
these curves, the mean hazard as well as the 15th percentile, 50th
percentile, and the 85th percentile hazard curves are shown. Thus, the
uncertainty in the hazard contribution can be estimated from these four
curves. The mean hazard curve is particularly significant as it has been
demonstrated that the mean curve is the predominant factor in the
calculation of the mean core damage frequency.

The two sets of- haz ard curves shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are
significantly different, both in regard to location of the mean hazard
curve as well as to the range of uncertainty about the median curve.
This is-not too surprising inasmuch as the emphasis of the two programs
was somewhat different. The EPR1 Program focused on very de tailed
geological studies of the sites in question, and resulted in a somewhat
finer zonation of each site. _ Ilowe ve r , only three attenuation (ground

! motion) models were used. Further, while a number of teams of
seismological and geological experts vere assembled, each team was
proscribed to reach a consensus on _ the final hazard curve families
developed by that team

By contrast, in the LLNL program considerable emphasis was placed on the
full range of attenuation models, and rather than a number of teams, a
total of eleven seismicity experts and 5 ground motion experts were
-individually polled, and a set of 2750 hazard curves were dcveloped for
each site by considering each expert's input equally likely. The curves
developed in this - process encompass somewhat more uncertainty- than those
produced by the- EPR1 process, and the increased uncertainty leads to
higher probabilities of nonexceedance for points on the LLNL mean hazard,

| curves than are obtained at corresponding peak ground accelerations on
the EPRI mean hazard curves.

3-9
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.At this time,_ both sets of hazard curves are viewed by the USNRC as being
equally credible. As such, calculations of the seismic core damage and-
plant damage state frequencies can be made for both sets of hazard curves
and the results viewed as a measure of methodological uncertainty in the
hazard curve developmental process.

|

As will be described later, it is recommended that the calculation of
building responses (floor slab spectral acceleration) be based on
structural dynamic response calculations using time histories as input.
In order to develop - this input, it is recommended that recorded
carthquake catalogs be examined and that a suite of time histories
(usually 5 to 10) be selected which are judged to be suitable for the
s i te in question. That is, these time histories should be recorded at
similar sites to that-being considered. As a check on the appropriate-
ness of the suite of time histories selected, the spectra for each time
history should be generated and then the suite of spectra combined to
generate a median spectra. This median spectra can then be compared with
published spectra for various specific site types (eg., rock sites, deep
soll sites, etc. ) as given, for example, in References 10 and 11.

3.3 Identify Accident Scenarios

In the event of an earthquake or any other abnormal condition in a
nuclear power plant, the plant safety systems act to bring the plant to a
safe shutdown condition, In this step of the risk analysis procesi., the
possible paths that a nuclear plant would follow are identified, given
that an earthquake-related ev-nt has occurred which causes shutdown.
These paths involve an ini:' ting event and a success or failure
designation for systems af fe(L c ' the course of events, and are referred
to as- accident sequences.

3.3,1 Procedures for Initiati g Events

The seismic analysis performed should be _ based on_a subset of the
initiating events and accident sequences developed for the internal event
analyses of the plant. Typically, the minimum set of initiating events
which should be considered is:

.

1

Initiator Identifier

Vessel Rupture (ECCS Ineffective) RVR

Large - LOCA ALOCA

Medium LOCA MLOCA

Small LOCA' SLOCA

Transient with PCS initially inoperative T 3

Transient with PCS initially available T3

3+12
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In addition, there may be site specific failure events (usually
structural failures) which also act as initiating events that must be
added to this list. For example, failure of a structure housing the
emergency switchgear rooms (which would thus cause LOSP) or failure of
the turbine building (which would cause loss of the PCS) would be treated
directly as initiating events.

It is recommended that the reactor vessel rupture (RVR) and large LOCA
(ALOCA) events be calculated based on the failure of the supports of the
reactor vessel and other major components in the loops of the primary
coolant system, that is, the steam generators, pressurizers and reactor
coolant pumps for Pk'Rs and the recirculation pumps for Bk'Rs. (Note that
direct failure .of the primary coolant system main piping due to the
earthquake ground motion has been shown to have negligible probc.bility
and can be neglected), Specific values for support fragility can be
estimated from References 5 and 6. As an illustrative example, consider

the Surry 3 Icop plant as shown in Figure 3.5. The definition of the RVR
event for this- plant is the simultaneous failure of at least one steam
generator or reactor coolant pump in at least two of the loops.
Similarly, the definition of the large LOCA for Surry is a failure of at
least one steam generator or one reactor coolant pump in any one of the
three loops. Thus, the Boolean expressions which must be evaluated to
compute the probability of the RVR sad the AIACA initiating events are:

P(RVR) - P(SGl*SG2 or S0l*SG3 or SG2*SG3 or

SGl*RCP2 or SGl*RCP3 or

SG2*RCPI or SG2*RCP3 or

SG3*RCPI or SG3*RCP2 or

RCPl*RCP2 or RCPl*RCP3 or RCP2*RCP3)

P(ALOCA) - P(SCI or SC2 or SG3 or RCP1 or RCP2 or RCP3]

!

Similar-expressions can, of course, be written for any number of loops
depending on the layout of . the plant. Since these failures are due to
the same floor response and the component fragilities are expected to be,

| highly correlated, is necessary to perform an evaluation of.those failure
events explicitly including all correlation. In particular, is necessary

_

|- to ' include correlation between cutsets (combinations of component
failures) as well as correlation between the failure events in each cut

| set. This can be accomplished by performing a Monte Carlo evaluation of
the Boolean equations for these events at several values of peak ground
acceleration (pga) to obtain the RVR and ALOCA event probabilities as a
function of pga. Interpolation can then be used to obtain tbc event
probabilities at other P6a values as required.

3 13
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The medium LOCA (MLOCA) and small LOCA (SLOCA) initinting events are
'

based on failure of the renc or coelant pump seals and failure of the
smaller reactor coolant loop pipes. Since calculation of piping motion
and strer.ses caused by an earthquake is very tedious, and since there are
many small pipes in the primary coolant system (whose failure would lead
to either a medium or small LOCA) which would have to be analyzed, it is
necer.sary to have some alternative approach to calculating the MLOCA and
SLOCA initiating event probabilities in a simplified seismic PRA. To
this end, use was made of the extensive primary coolant system piping
responso calculations performed in the SSMRP. Based on the cortputed
piping moment s for all pipes (and pipe combinations) Icading t o MLOCA
breaks (3" < Pipe ID < 6") and SLOCA breaks (1.5" < Pipe ID < 3") in the
SSMRP, statistical distributions were generated for these initiating
events as shown in Figure 3.6. These distributions can be used to
compute the rtiedium and sinall LOCA inillating events due to pipe breaks in
a simplified reismic PRA without the need f or extent.1ve (and expensive)
piping calculations. In using these as genc.'e estimates, one la making
the assumption that there are 6 many small pipes and combinations of
smaller pipes in the primary cc,olant system at any given plant that ell,

sizes and geometries are likely to be found at all plants. Given the
large nwther of such pipes in the SSMRP calculations, such an assumption
seems reasonable.

It is recommended that the T transient initiating event (wherein the3

power conversion system is lost as a direct consequence of the
earthquake) be based on the probability of LOSP as determined by failure
of the ceramic inralators in the switchyard. This has been found to be
the dominant causu of such transients in all seismic PRA's to date (for
the vast majority of plants for which LOSP results in loss of the main
feedwater system).

Finally, the T initiating event probability is computed from the3

condition that the surn o f the initiating event probabilities consit. red
must be unity. The hypothesis is that, given an earthquake of reasonable
size, at least one of the initiating events will occur. At the very
least, it is assumed that the operator will shut down the plant following
a significant earthquake for inspection purposes (as is currently
required in the United States for any carthquake over the operating basis
earthquake level). Hence the probability of the T3 transient initiating
event is computed from:

n-1

P(T3 Transient) - 1n . P(I E,)

where n is the total number of initiating events being considered.

In computing the frequency of the initiating event >, a hierarchy between
them must be established. The order of this hierarchy is defined such
that, if one initiating event occurs, the occurrence of other initiating

| events further down the hierarchy is of no significance in terms of the
plant's response. Thus, for example, if a large LOCA occurs, we are not'
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ccocerned if a small thCA or a transient also occurs, as the plant's
response requirements will be dictated by the need to mitigate the large
LOCA. Figure 3.7 shows this hierarchy (for the miniteura set of initiating

i. events discussed above) in event tree format. The most serious
| initiating event is the RVR event. The probability of the AthCA

! init iating event. is then computed as the probability of the anchorage
: f ailure AIDCA cvent times the cortplement of the RVR event, and sittilarly.
| for the Mi.0CA, S10CA and T3 events. Specific Boolean equations for this

set of initiating events are also shown on this figure. Of course, when
!

1 other structural failures are identified as initiatin6 events, they must
be adder! to the hierarchy as appropriate. An example of this is found in>

the Peach Bottom NUREC 1150 seismic pRA (pof.12).;

I

j Implicit in the defined hierarchy of a set of initiating events is the

! .equirement that basic events which define one initiating event in the
; hierarchy cannot occur in the accident sequences corresponding t.o
i initiating events lower in the hierarchy. For example, IDSp can occur as
j a basic event in any of the IDCA sequer.cos in Figure 3.7 but cannot

occur as a basic event in the T accident sequence. This litnitation is,
3

of course, directly irnplied by the tree structure.
,

t

[ 3.L2 -Scismic Accident Sequences (Event Trees)
j

j In general, the event trees develvped for the internal event analyses
j should be used, so as to be able to compare the final core damage
i frequencies due to seismic and random events on a common basis. Again,
| there may be global failure events (usually structural failures) which
'

directly f all one or more safety systems which can be added directly to

! the event tree structure.
|

3.3.2.1 feed and Bleed Considerations for PWRs

| One important consideration which must be made for the seism |lc analysis
; of PWRs is the capabilit.y of performing feed and bleed cooling for

transients in which the auxiliary feedwater system is normally called4

j upon to provide heat removal. If the AWS is not available, the operator
i can of ten- perform a heat removal operation called feed and bleed" in"

which either the safety injection pumps or the charging pumps are used

i toinj ec t cooling water directly into the primary coolant system. The

i resulting steam is then released through the pressurizer relief valves.

| If the' capability to perform feed and bleed is considered credibic, then
! a hi h degree of backup redundancy for the auxiliary feedvater system is6

provided.
!'

The ability to perform feed and bleed must be demonstrated on an
l' individual plant basis and, depending upon the normal alignment of valves

prior to an earthquake, it is possibic that a certain amount of timely
; operator recognition and- intervention is required in order to perform

this feed and bleed operation. In addition, depending upon the flow rate'

capabilities of the high pressure pumps and the por.sibility of two phase
flow through the pressurizer, i t may be that feed and biced may not be

| possible.

;

i

I
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i
l

I

l
i

RVR ALOCA MLOCA SLOCA T1(LOSP) IE-T3
EO

lE-Ti(LOSP)

lE-SLOCA

lE MLOCA

IE-ALOCA
g

lE-RVR

P[IE(RVR)) - RVR

P[IE(AlhCA)) - M * AlhCA

P[IE(M1hCA)) - M * X MCA * KihCA

P[IE($14CA)) - RVR * AM * RTCA * StocA

P[IE(T )) - RVR * KDTA * RMCA * TUCA * LOSP3

P[IE(T )) = 1. P[1E(RVR)) - P[IE(ALOCA)) P[IE(M14CA))3

. P[IE(SIDCA)) + P[IE(T ))3

Figure 3,7 Initiating Event Hierarchy Tree
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1

The_ event trees for a plant will be different, oppending on whether or
: not feed and bleed is considered a viable option. From a risk viewpoint,
j- the capability to perform feed and bleed cooling greatly lessens the
'

importance of the auxiliary feedwater system, and thus can play a
j significant role.

I 3.3.2.2 $.tal LOCAs For PWRs "

'

It is usually found, in the case of PWRs , that seal LOCAs contribute
significantly to the overall risk. Thus, in developing the accident
sequences, transfers from the transient event trees to the small IDCA
trees which correspond. to the seal LOCA event should be identified and
preserved. Failure events leading to the seal LOCA (usually lo u of hi h&
pressure injection and sometimes loss of the component cooling water

; system) would be identified in the internal events analysis. Boolean
logic is used to_ combine the transient accident sequences leading to a
seal LOCA with the appropriate sequences on the SLOCA tree.

3.3.2.3 Stuck-Onen Safety Relief Valves For BWRs

-One source of loss of coolant accidents (not related to pipe failures)
which should be included in the analysis of BWRs is the situation where
one or more safety relief valves have randomly failed to reclose on
demand. Depending on the number of valves which fall to close, c sanall,*

medium,-or large.LOCA can result. The exact definition of the resulting,

,

LOCA size is determined in the internal events analysis, lloweve r , in
developing-the event trees, transfers from the transient event trees to
the LOCA - event trees should be identified and preserved so that such
sequences are not lost. (Of course, this same situation can also occur in
a PWR usually leading to_a small LOCA but such PWR sequences are- -

usually probabilistically insignificant.)

3,3.2.4 Inclusion of System Successes

~When developing the accident sequences from the event trees, i t is
necessary to explicitly retain the system successes in the logical
expressions. Thist is- essential since, as the carthquake peak ground
acceleration increases, the probability of system successes decreases

i subs tani.ially. If these are neglected (as is done in internal events
analyses)'a substantial overestimate of the accident sequence frequencies

- results. Note that an exact. solution of the accident sequences with the
successes directly included is currently beyond. the state of the art,
However, 'it is necessary to numerically -include the system success-

; - probabilities in the final accident sequence quantification, since such
I; system success probabilities -are significantly less than unity for the
| higher pga levels, and failure ' to do co would result in a significant
t

| -
over estimation of' the accident sequence frequencies, in-doing this, one

'

should manually-. examine the accident failure cut sets so as to assure '

that no logical inconsistencies arise with the equations used to compute
the system success probabilities'. This consideration applies both to

], PWRs and BVRs.
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3.4 Seismic Failure Modes of Safety Systeins (Fault Trees)

To determine failure modes for the plant safety systems, fault tree
methodology as described in Reference 13 is used. This methodology
systematically identifies all groups of components in a systein which, if
they failed simultaneously, would result in failure of that system. The
fault trees developed for the internal events analysis are used directly,
with certain imodifications.

3.4.1 Ceneral Considerations

construction of a fault tree begins by identifying the itamedia te causes
of system failure. Each of these causes is then exarnined for more
fundarmental causes, until one has. constructed a downward branching tree,
at the bottom of which are failures not further reducible, i.e., failures

of mechanical or electrical components due to all causes such as
structural f ailure, human error, maintenance outage, etc. These lowest
order failures on the fault tree are entled basic events. Failures of
basic events due to seismic ground motions, random failures, human error, ,

and test and maint enance outages should all be included on the seismic
_ . fault trees.

The main difference between a fault tree for an internal events analysis
and the corresponding fault tree for an external events analysis is that

- consideration must be given to the physical location of the components,
because the physical location determines to what extent both correlation
between responses and secondary failures become important. Examples of
the latter would be equipment failures due to local masonry wall collapse
or due to a high ternperature/ steam environrnent from a broken steam line,
lle nce , in perforrning the seistnic analyses, the locations of all important
pieces of equipment must be determined from the general arrangement
drawings for the plant, and then a systematic examination for potentini
response correlations (to be described later) and for secondary failure
possibilities must be mado during the plant walkdown.

3.4.2 Procedures for Seismic Fault Trees

As stated earlier, the internal event fault treco should form the basis
for the fault trees used in the seismic analysis. This allows for a

- common level of detail between internal and external event analyses, and
assures the consistent inclusion of random and test / maintenance outage
unavailabilities in the seismic analysis.

Since the internal event fault trees are aasumed to have been previously
developed and finalized in the internal events analysis, the seismic
failure modes must be ndded by modifying the internal event fault trees
to include:

a. i.ocal structural failures (block walls, crancs, etc.)

b. Failure of critical passive components (tanks, cable tray
failures, and pipes.) if not identified in the internal events
analysis.
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'!h i s is accomplished in several way s . First, secondary or passive
failure tvents can be added directly to the fault trees and the " gate"
definition data file modified. Alternatively, the fragility definition
of a relatively strong corrponent on the tree may be redefined in terms of
the (relatively weaker) associated secondary inilure. Finally, events
globally affecting a safety system or an accident sequence (such as
building failure or liquefaction) can be added directly to the Booleau
expression for the accident sequence.

Perhaps the most irrportant aspect of developing f ault trees for a scistnic
risk analysis is the consideration of dependene les. An evaluation of
such dependencies should already be available if fault trees already
exist for internal events. Ilow e ve r , these dependencies must be
reexamined in the light of seismic considerations. In particular, one
must exarn ine dependencies between safety systems and between safety
systems and nonsafety systems. Special consideration should be given to
the electric power system, the service water system, and the instrument
air system, which in previous seismic PRA's have been found to be a
source of pervasive common mode failures. The dependencies must be
examined so as to assure that important failure dependencies were not
left off the internal events fault trees because they involved only
passive c ornponen t s (tar.s. pipes, etc. ) for which the ranlom failure
rates were considered negligible.

A second a pect of sys tem dependencies , which while less formal, is no
less important, is .ht consideration of physical interaction between
components, especla'ly those not designed for seismic effects.
Consideration shcold be given to the polar crane falling, to weak
nonstructural ceilings, to masonry and othet nonstructural walls, to
small poured concrete pancis used for enclosures (such as the pressurizer
enclosure slab), and the supports of all major vessels and components.
Any such secondary f ailure induced component failures should be added
directly to the fault trees. (If such a physical interaction were found
to be crucial to the final core damage frequencies, follow up interaction
with plant personnel or a plant visit rnight be required to determine the
exact configuration of the components involved.)

Failure of safety sys terns due to building structural failures is, of
c ou rs,e , an important aspect of any seismic PRA. Typically, in past PRA's,
gross fallure (collapse) of structures has not been found to be a
significant cause of core damago. Rather, it is localized failures which
have been found to be significant contributors. (lloweve r , a complete
structural fragility analysis for all irnp o r t an t structures must be
performed to verify this.) A structural failure may lead directly to
core damage, affect an entire system, or fail only isolated equipment,
itence such structural f ailures are added either as seismic initiators, as

top events in the seismic event trees, or as basic events in the system
fault trees depending on the extent of their impact.
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' 3.5 Seismic Restsonse of structures and corrtonents
!

To compute the failure probability of critical cotoponents and sa fe ty
1

j systems, it is necessary to have a measure of both the maximiua load or
acceleration that the cortponent experiences during an earthquake, as well

;

; as e roca sure of the load or acceleration level at which it fails.
! Uncertainties in physical and dynamic characteristics of the soil,
' structurco, and subsysterms as well as inherent variability in the free

field earthquake motion influence the response of safety systorms to an
earthquake. All of these uncertainties give rise to uncertainties in ,

es t iina t e s of the response and onset of failure of each building and 1-

%mponent in the power plant. These uncertainties must be explicitly
,

reco W red and propagated Wrough the calculational scheme.;

In this section, the response calculations used in past PRAs s.nd the new !*

rnethods used for the NUREG 11% seismic PRAs are discussed. (Strength"

and failure calcuintions are diseu.csod in Section 3.6.);

3.$.1 Response Calculation Methods 0,'ed in past PRAs
,

Determining entirnates of the responses 9f the walls and floor slabs of
the buildings, and responses of the subsy stems themselves, has proven to,

be one of the more time consuming and tif fica.it to defend aspects of
seistnic risk assessments. Two approaches hive been taken in past seismic
PRAs.e

'

(i) Numerical Computer Modeling

This was the approach taken in the very detailed SSMRp analysis of
Zion (Ref. 2). In this analysia the butidings, foundations, inaj or

,

c ornpone nt s , and piping systuns were modeled by the finite element
4 method. Soil structure interaction and structure response were

calculated by the substructure approach. Piping analysis was
performed by multisupport tinie history analysis. Responses at over
400 points in the buildings and over 1000 points in the piping
systems were computed for each earthquake time history.,

To-incorporate variation in input parameters, multiple time history
dynamic response analyses of the entire power plant were made. In
each of these - repeated calculations, the magnitudes of the input
parameters describing the physical and dynamic characteristics of
the structures and subsystems were varied in a random fashion, and
each calculation was perfortted for a dif ferent earthquake defined by
a set of three acceleration time histories in the free field (two
horizontal and one vertical). Thirty calculations were made (at
each earthquake level) with the result that 30 values of response
(ie., zero period acceleration, spectral acceleration or moment)
were cornputed for each building wall, slab, pipe segment, valve and
component. From these 30 values, a statistical distribution of the

response of each wall, component, etc., was constructed.
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i

i

4 This analysis was- the most detailed consideration of structural
response performed to date and the results have been utilized in

j identifying generic variabilities and correlation rules as
! recommended in this report. floweve r , this overall process is too

expensive and time consuming to be used routinely in seismic risk
analyses.

'

(ii) Scaline. of Desien Calculations
4
"

This approach of ten called the Factor of Safety _ method - is the
! approach typically taken (Ref.14) in commercial PPN s when (a) the

structure and foundation are reasonably _ typical of current building
practices, (b) a reasonably adequate soil structure interaction was,

performed, and (c) details of the design calculations are readily
availabic, llere, the design loads and accelerations computed at the'

safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) level are scaled down (or up) to
reflect factors of conservatism (or lack thereof) in the method used
in the design process to compute the responses. Typically, these
factors are derived from structural design reports and component
stress reports, and reflect:

i

a. Model response to the specified s 4smic event

b. Combination of modes

c. Combination of earthquake components

d. Soil structure interaction effects

c. Design vs. best estimate damping levels.

In this approach, all structural responses are expressed in terms of
peak ground acceleration. llence , it is difficult to explicitly
include correlation (other than zero or unity) in the seismic
failures. In addition, this approach is heavily dependent on- the,

'

skill and experience of the analyst, and the basis for the results
are difficult to document;

As will be described below, a-combination of these approaches - making
full use of insights and- results having generic applicability can be
used to provide a fully defendable and cost effective means of;

detetmining structural responses.

3.3,2 procedurer. for Determining Responses

For the seismic analyses, realistic and best estimate - values of floor-
slab spectral accelerations must be generated for input to the equipment
failure computations. We cannot, in general, use the existing design
floor spectra as. they usually have a high degree of conservatism built
into them (and the degree of conservatism varies widely plant to plant).
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In general, three aspects of seismic response inust be determined for each
floor slab and component of interest:

a. Median acceleration

b. Variability in acceleration

c. Correlation with other responses.

Procedures for developing each of these aspects are described below.

Median Accelerations

As a first step, it is necessary to obtain (frorn the FSAR and amendments)
the underlying soil properties and embedmont depths. Secondly, it is

necessary to obtain the structural design reports which summarize the
structure's fixed base natural frequencies and characterize the. lateral
load resisting members. These structural reports should contain the |

masses, stiffness description, (Scometries, material properties, |

reinforcing schedule, etc. .) and soil model used in the design structural
analyses. From these data, it is straightforward to construct relatively
simple lumped mass / beam _ element inodels of the critical structures using
standard civil engineering methods as described, for example, in
Reference 15. Typical models will contain less than 30 lumped masses,
yet such models have been found to adequately model the important global
dynamic response of such structures (Ref. 1). Note that detailed finite
element models of the structures are not necessary for these
colaputations.

If the structures are founded on rock or very stiff soil ;say having a
soil shear wave velocity greater than 18C- feet per second) then e fixed-
base dynamic structural response analysi can be performed. Input time
histories are taken from existing recorded earthquake catalogues, and are
selected so as to be appropriate for the site location and local soll
conditions. Any benchmarked dynamic structural analysis code can be used
for these analyses, and such analyses can usually be performed on a
personal computer.

To incorporate inherent uncertainties in the earthquake ground motions,
soil- material' properties and structure dynamic properties, a set of 10-

(independent) time history response calculations should be made. The
randomness associated with the ground motion is included through .the use
of ' multiple time histories. The randomness in soil and - structure
properties is included by sampling the distributions for these
quantities. From Reference 2, these distributions, characterized by

their coefficients of variation (COV), can bs taken as:
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| Parameter COV

Building Natural Frequencies 0.25

Building Damping 0.35

Piping Natural Frequencies 0.25

Piping Darnping 0.35

Soil Shear Modulus 0.40

Soll Material Damping 0.50

The coef ficient of variation defined as the ratio between the standard
deviation and the mean applies to any form of statistical distribution.
Since the above quantities are always positive, it is, appropriate to use
the log normal distribution to model their variations, as was done in
Reference 1. For each of the 10 time history analyses, random
independent sampics are chosen for each of the above parameters from
their specified distributions. A systematic scherne for chosing these
sampics is the use of Latin Ilypercube Sampling (Ref. 16), although any
form of experirnental design may be used. (It has been found in Reference
1 that 10 such analyses are adequate to determine the medians of the
responses, while considerably rnore analyses are required to accurately
estimate the variability, llowever, response variability can be estimated
separately as described later.)

The result of these multiple t. irne history calculations is a set of 10
values for each response (floor slab spectral or peak acceleration) from
which median responses can be inferred. It has been found (Ref. 1) that
such responses are adequately rnodeled as log normally distributed random
variables, so this model (see, for example, Reference 14) should be used
in estimating the rnedlan responses. Note that one :nus t compute the
spectral acceleration for each c o rnpone nt at the equipment damping
corresponding t.o that used in specifying the equipment fragility so that
consistency is isaintained.

If the structures are founded on soil (and cannot be reasonably
approximated as responding in fixed base modes), a soil-structure
interaction dynamic response analysis rnust be performed. The effects of
shallow or inhomogeneous soll conditions require analyses using the SilAKE
code (Ref. 7) in conj unc t ion with previously generated results and
approximate rules such as those of Roesset (Ref. 17) to determine the
foundation input motion. Analyses are usually performed for several
earthquake levels (usually 1 SSE, 2 SSE and 3 SSE), and consistent soil
properties are determined in the process.

Finally, for the soll structure analysis, the floor slab accelerations
are computed using the lumped mass / beam element model of the structure
and f oundation using a soil structure interaction code such as the CIASSI
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code (Reference 8) . This code (available from the Argonne Code Center)
takes the fixed base e igensys tern model of the structure and input.
specified frequency dependent (or independent) soil limpedances and
cornpute s the structural response (as well as variation in structural
response if desired). The cost of running CLASSI is not great, but it is
effectively run only on a main frame computer.

In order to obtain a model of each median acceleration response as a
function of peak ground acceleration (f or use in the component failure '

calculations to be described later), analyses for each set of ten time,

histories should be perf ormed - at three peak ground acceleration levels
(say, 1 SSE, 2 SSE and 3 SSE) as a rninimum. The same set of time
histories scaled to the different pga values - can be used. From the
resu1*ing median response values at these three peak ground
accelerations, the median response at any other ground acceleration can
be determined by interpolationi It is generally found that the median
responses are linear up to 3 SSE or greater, and that a linear curve fit
to quite- adequate for the interpolation, or i s ,- at most, slightly
conservative for higher ground accelerations.

Variability in Responses
__

As described above, .the " exacta variability in _ the responses could be
determined directly by performing a large number (typically 30 to 60) of
multiple time history analyses while systematiently varying the input
-parameters. (This would have to be done at multiple peak ground
acceleration IcVels), llowever, based on examination of the very large
number of responses calculated in the SSHRP (Ref. 2), a distinct
relationship between magnitude of variability and type of acceleration
was found, and it wan' further found that the magnitudes of the
variabilities did not vary significant1y'vith acceleration Icvel.

llence, variability in responses (floor and spectral accelerations) can be
assigned'directly based on the SSMRP results, and the number of response
calculations required reduced substantially. In order to compute
confidence bounds for the final core damage frequencies, both random
(irreducible) and systematic (modeling) uncertainties must be considered.
The recommended generic uncertainties derived from_the extensive response-
calculations performed in-the SSKRp, expressed as standard deviations of-
the logarithms of the responses (p), are shown below:

Ot'an t i t y d random B systematic

Peak Ground Acceleration 0.25 0.25
Floor Zero Period Acceleration 0.35 0.25
Floor Spectral Acceleration 0.45 0.25

Correlation Between Resnonses

In . calculating the probability of failure of cut sets involving
components whose seismic f ailures may be correlated (ie., not
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i

independent), it is necessary to consider correlatton both in the
i responses and in the fragilities of each pair of components. Again, the; correlations between the responses could be determined by extensive
{ multiple time history analyses as was done in the SSMRP. Iloweve r , in '

;

'

similar fashion as above, examination of a large number of pairs of
responses calculated in the SSMRp showed a distinct pattern to the values
of correlation that existed between the variuous types of responaco.,

'

From these insights, a set of rules were formulated which predicted the
" exact" correlations with adequate accuracy.

3

Thus, the correlation between pairs of responses can be assigned
according to the rules on Table 3.1 and these rules depend only on the

i nature and location of the responses being considered. These rules to be
used for all accelerattor. levels, and for both BWR and pWR plant
configurations. (Correlations between pairs of fragilities are discussed
later),

3.6 Fraellity
]

- Annivsis

I

Component failure is taken as either loss of pressure boundary integrity"

or loss of operability, Failure (fragility) is characterized by a
- cumulative distribution function which describes the probability that
failure has occurred given a value of loading. Loading may be described
by local spectral acceleration or moment, depending on the component and3

i failure mode. The fragilities should be related to the appropriate local
response to permit an accurate assessment of the effects of common cause

i

seismic failures in the evaluation of the accident sequences,
s

3.6.1 procedures for Fra6111tio8,

Developing fragilities is usually the critical path item in a seismic *

; risk assessment. The work involved can be substantially reduced through:. ,

a. Screening of the accident. sequences using conservative point '

estimate values for the seismic failure probabilities to
!

determine those accident sequences and components which
dominate the risk,

b, Using generic sources of fragility data for most components
(not dominating the final risk value),

Developing site specific fragilities only for those componentsc.
critical to the final result which do not fit in the generic1

| categories.

Taken together, these approaches provide significant reduction in the
i amount of time and effort required to develop the necessary fragilitics,-

'and yet provide an easily documentchle result.

! Two important sources of fragility data exist, The first is the generic
i data. base developed in the SSMRp, and the second is a compendium of site.
i speci f ic -component fragility results assembled at Lawrence Livermore
! Nat lonal Laboratory. These are described below.

I
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Table 3.1

Rules for Assigning Response Correlation tuu

1. Components on the same floor slab, and sensitive to the e spectral
frequency range (i.e, ZPA, 5 10 tiz , or 1015 liz) will be assigmid
response correlation - 1.0,

2. Components on the same floor slab, sensitive to dif ferent ranges of
spectral acceleration will be assigned response correlation - 0.5.

3. Components on dif ferent floor slabs (but in the same buildin&) and
sensitive to the e spectral frequency range (ZPA, 5 10 lie or 10 15
liz) will be assigned response correlation - 0.75.

4. Components on the ground surface (outside tanks, etc.) shall be !

treated as if they were on the Grade floor of an adjacent building.
~ 5. " Ganged" valve configurations (either parallel - or series) will have

response correlation - 1.0,

6. All other configurations will have response correlation equal to
zero.

-

l

_.

h
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|

MMRP.0tiwflLJutLLLiv Data fyutt

A generic data base of fragility functions for seismically induced
failures was developed in the SSMRp (Ref. 5). As a first step, all
components were grouped into generic categories. For example, all inotor
operated valves located on piping with diameters between 2 1/2 and 8
inches were placed into a single generic category, and similarly, all
motor control centers were placed into another generic category.

Fragility functions for the generic categories were developed tiased on a
c ot:1b i na t i o n of experimental data, design analysis reports, and an
extensive expert opinion survey. The experimental data utilized in
developing fragility curves were obtained from the results of component
reanufacturer's qualification tests, independent testing lab failure data
and data obtained from the extensive U.S. Corps of Engineers SAFECUARD
Subsystem Hardness Assurance Program. These data were critically
examined for applicability and then statistically combined with the
expert opinion survey data to produce the fragility curves for the
generic component categories given in Reference 5.

IJ!il, Sitt Sntti fi c f ra r i li t y Conmhtm

This report (Reference 6) Itsts fragility medians, random uncertainties
and modelling uncertainties for a wide variety of components analyzed in
past seismic PRAs. The components are identified as to type but not as
to the source plant. It is usually a simple matter to ident ify whether
the component is f r om a BWR o r i".'R . All fragility medians are expressed
in terms of peak ground acceleration. One can use this to obtain a
generic estimate for a certain component by assembling and averaging the
data for all components of that type listed in the report. This data was
used for the support failures of the Surry steam gw.erator and reactor
coolant pump anchorages and for the support f ailures of the Peach Bottom
recirculatitn pumps in the NUREG 1150 analyses

Recommended Generic comp.pnent Fragilities

A review and comparison of the site specific component fragilities
contained in the Lawrence 1.ivermore data base against the generic
component fragilities was made. Based on this review, the SSMRP geceric
fragilities were, in general, found to be appropriate. However,
several of the SSMRP fragilities were updated based on a consensus of
mare recent data.

The final recommended generic categories and the corresponding fragility
medians and uncertainties are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. On Table 3.2

shown estimates of typical fundamental natural frequencies of theseare
generic components. These frequency estimates should be used to
determine the appropriate response quantity to be comput ed (in the
building response analyses) for each component whose seismic failure
probability is needed in evaluating the seismic accident sequences. It
is recommended that these fragilities be used as the starting point in a

)
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Table 3.2

Generic Coveponent. Categories:

Frecuency (Hz)Fragility Tvvical Components
Caterorv Component Class

ZPACeramic Insulators
1 LOSP 5-10
2 Relays 5-10
3 Circuit Breakers ZPA
4 Batteries ZPA
5 Battery Racks 5-10
6 Inverters 4KV to 480V and 480 to 120V 10
7 Transformers Control for ESF Pumps and Valves 5-10
8 Motor Control Centers 5-10
9 Aux. Relay Cabinets

10 Switchgear (Inc. Transformers, 5-10416V and 480VBuses and Breakers) ZPA
11 Cable Trays 3-10

6 12 Control Panels and Racks- RPS Process Controlv
5-35Misc. Pressure and Temperature

13 Local Instruments'o Sensors
224160 AC Emergency Power Units

14 Diesel Generators ZPAMotor-Generator Sets
| 15 Horizontal Motors 7AWS, RHR, SIS, Charging Pumps,

16 Motor-Driven Pumps and . Lube Oil Pumps Diesel Starting
Compressors

Compressors
5Service Water Pumps

17 Large Vertical, Centrifugal
Pumps (Motor-Drive ) ZPA

18 Large Motor-Operated Valves (> 10") ZPA
Small Motor-operated Valves (< 10")

Includes MSIV, ADP, and PORY ZPA19
20 Large Pneumatic / Hydraulic Valves ZPA

21 Large Check and Relief Valves ZPA
-Miscellaneous Small Valves (< 8*)22-

_> _
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Table 3.3

Generic Component Fragilities

Con Median Beta-r Beta-u Name_

1 0.25 0.25 .25 CERAMIC INSULATORS

|
2 4.00 0.48 .75 REIKi CHATTER

| 3 7.63 0.48 .74 CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP
4 2.50 0.40 .39 BATTERIES

5 2.29 0.31 .39 B?1TERY RACKS

6 2.00 0.26 .35 INVERTERS

7 8.80 0.26 .30 TRANSFordtERS

8 7.63 0.48 .74 MOTOR CONTROL CCITER |

9 7.63 0.43 .66 AUX REIAY CABINET

10 6.43 0.29 .66 SWITCHCEAR

11 2.23 0.34 .19 CABLE TRAYS

12 11.50 0.46 .74 CCNTROL FANELS AND RACKS

13 7.68 0.20 .35 WCAL INSTRDiUITS
|

14 1.00 0.25 .31 DIESEL GENERATOR

15 12.10 0.27 .31 MOTORS-HORIZONTAL

16 2.80 0.25 .27 MOTOR-DRIVEN FUMPS & COMPRESSORS

7 17 2.21 0.22 .32 LG. VERT. M-D. CENTRIF PUMP
18 6.50 0.26 .60 11t0Vg
19 4.83 0.26 .60 SMALL MOV & A0Vs

20 6.50 0.26 .34 LG. PNEUM /HYD VALVE

21 8.90 0.20 .35 LG. MANUAL, CHECK, RELIEF VALVE

22 12.50 0.33 43 MISC. SMALL VALVES

23 3.00 0.30 .53 LG. HORIZ. VESSELS
24 1.84 0.25 45 SM-MED HEAT EXCHANGERS & VESSELS

25 1.46 0.20 .35 II;. VERT VESSELS v/ FORMED HEADS

26 0.45 0.35 .29 LG. VERT. FIAT BOTTOMED TANKS

27 6.90 0.27 .31 AIR HANDLING U'ilTS
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simplifted seismic PRA. As in the use of any generic data base, one nust
be cognizant of the source of the data and the equiprtent to which it
applies. An important aspect of using this data is to exarnine the
equipment in the plant being analyzed and cottpare it with the data base
for which the generic fragilities were developed. Any deviation should
be noted and exatnined carefully, and site speelfic f ragilities developed
as necessary.

3.6.2 Special Fragility Issues

There are a number of special issues which arise in the course of
performing a seismic PRA. The resolution of these issues dependu on the
ultimate use of the seismic pRA. These issues are deceribed below.

Erlav C,atter and Circuit Breaker Trhh

Fragilities for cicetrical components reprer.ent a special problem in that
there is a wide variety of electrical gear found within a plant,

Typically, all this gear in enclosed in .awi t chge e r cabinets or motor
control centers. The two lovest failure modes that were identified in
the SSMRP fragility data base were relay chatter and inadvertent trip of
circuit breakers. Virtually all the electrical switchgear and motor
control centers in a nuclear power plant loclude these two types of
compone nt.s . Relay chatter is the weakest failure mode and, if
indiscriminately included in a seismic analysis, would be the dominant'

failure. Because, in most cases, circuits are protected by time delay
circuits and because, in most cases, chatter of relays would not cause a
change in the st ate of a system being controlled, the SSMRP chose not to

a failure mode for electrical near but ratherinclude relay chat ter as
included only circuit breaker trip. (Similarly, the NUREG ll50 seismic
analyses of Surry and peach Bottom did not include consideration of relay
chatter, as the preliminary data on relay chatter to be described below

did not exist at the time the analys.es were performed.)

More recently, the commerclal power industry, in recognition of the
potential importance of relay chatter in vital control circuits, has
sponsored a detailed investigation of relay types and susceptibilities au
part of the activities of the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group
(SQUG). These investigations, performed by the Electrical Power Research
Institute, reviewed the types of relays currently found in nuclear power
plants and attempted to classify the common types of relays as to their
susceptibility to relay chatter. Certain relays (e.g., mercury switches)
were found to be unacceptably vulnerable and it is the current SQUG
recommendation that these relays be replaced when found. In general, it
was found that control and switching relaya vero not susceptibic to
seismically induced relay chatter, hather, it is the over voltage and

over current protective relays (as well as certain types of timing'

relays) which are susceptible. A preliminary listing of the relay types
and their susceptibilities is contained in Reference 18. (Note that test
data on all types of relays that were identified was not available, so
this data source is not currently complete.)
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This data provides a means of systematically including relay chatter in a
oeistnic pRA, if desired.- This is accomplished by having plant personnel
review all important control circuits in critical safety systems so as to

,
identify types of relays in the circuits. For those circuits involving
relays known to be susceptible to chat ter, the potential for " locking"
behavior in the circuit given that the relay (s) could c ha t t.o r is
evaluated. If such locking behavior is identified in a circuit involving j
a vulnerabic relay, then the ger.e r ic relay chatter fragility should be
applied to the syst em funct ic.n cont rolled by that circuit. (Or, more
likely, the utility rnay chose to replace the relay with one less
vulnerabic to seismic effects.) for the remaining circuits, the circuit
breaker trip generic fragility could be used to model electrical failures

| in the affccted system functlon, This would be cc.nbined with the

| applicabic mechanical failure f ragility for the components in the system.
In this way, relay chatter effects can be systemat ically included in a4

seismic pRA if desired.'

I l'ipinr Fai1ure Ambitt.atinia
.

because of the extent and complexity of the many piping systems in a
! nuclear power plant, conalderation of piping failure presents special

problems in a simplified risk analysis. In general, piping is found to,

{ have a high margin of saf ety if only seismically induced inertin loads
o are considered, liigh stresses tend to arise only where piping runs
i through walls, or is attached to a large vessel resulting in large

relative displacements. 1?owever. In piping design, seismic stresses are;

' usually held to a small percentage (say 15 pe rc en t. ) of the overall'

; allowable stress. Hence, our recornme nda t i on is not to perform any
; dynamic piping analyals and neglect piping failures in general. This
; recommendation is supported by an extensive series of tests jointly
j sponsored by the NRC and the Electric Power Research Institute (Ref. 19)
; which showed that typical piping runs designed to nuclear power plant
| standards have margins of safety of 10 25 over the SSE design icvel.
/

| Of course, during a walk through of the plant , personnel familiar with
piping design should examine critical pipes in the auxiliary feedwater, *

2

LCCS and the RHR systems to determine whether or not there are points t

where piping from one anchor point attaches to a large component or to an
enchor - point on a different foundation for which one might ant.icipate

i large _ relative rnotions. If such' locations are found, it is possible, in
an approximate sense, to analyze these piping segments for displacement
- induced st resses and hence develop an appropriate piping fragility for
these locations without the need for a complete dynamic piping analysis.

; Jntyrbuildine PipAg Failure _due to Soil Fq11ure or ,, Liqui faction .

- One generic aspect of piping failure which should be considered is the
; L possibility of- interbuilding pipe failure due _ to_ reintive motion -

: enhanced by . soll failure or soil liqui fica t ion. This applies primarily
L to - pWR's' because of t h e 1'r typically tall containment building
.

!

4
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I configurations and the fact that all safety and shutdovn system piping
must run between the _ auxiliary building (or equivilent) and the

i containtnen t . If soil failure occurs under the containment during rocking

motions, large relative displacements between the two buildings could
,

occur, with the resulting possibility of failure of the interbuilding

i piping. Again, an analysis of the piping stresses for the piping running
^ between the buildings can be performed using quasi. static methods after
j the reintive building rnotions have been determined.
j

3.7 Seismic Risk Cornoutations
.

| Accident sequence frequencies are used in determining the frequencies of
core damage and of radioactive release for a given release category.
Total core damage frequency is defined as the sum of the frequencies of<

all accident sequences leading to core damage. In the quantification
' process, conditional accident sequence probabilities are determined at a

number of pga values, and then these are de conditioned by integration
over the seismic har.ard curve.

3.7.1 Quantitative Screening For Dominant Accident Sequences

Determination and quantification of the accident sequences is a multi step
procedure involving several levels of screening. In the first step, the
SETS code (Ref, 20) is used to solve all the nystem fault trees using mean;

point estimate input screening values for all the seismic failure events
i. (including the internal events point estimate failure values for all random

events). The same fault trees used by the internal events analysis are
solved with additions as noted in Section 3.4.2. The mean point estimate

j seismic screening values are taken as some conservative estimate, usually -

the component seismic failure probabilities evaluated at three times _ the
SSE. (Since this step is usually performed early in the analysis prior to

t' the completion of the fragility analysis generic fragilities _are used for
the majority of the components, lloweve r , for the critical buildings and

those components' identified during the initial plant walkddown as requiring
,

plant specific fragility development, the failure probabilities-are set to
unity.) These values are added to the random failure probabilities, and,

the total is used in the numerical screening process.

_

A dual probabilistic culling criterion is used in the culling process in
this first stop. In this process, a cut set is not deleted unicas both its
numerical. value as well as the minimum value of any component failure
probability in the- cut set is less than the prescribed cutoff criterion.
This dual criterion is used in recognition of the fact that potentially
large correlations can exist between basic events in the same cut set due
to the pervasive nature of the scismic input motion. The result of this
screening step is a set of Boolean equations describing the failure modes'

o_f each of the safety and support systems.

In the second step, again utilizing the SETS code, ther,c system Boolean
equations are merged together to form the accident sequences as defined by
the internal events analysis event trees. At this stage, truncation is
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I pe r fo rroe d bcstd both on the order of the cut sets as well as the
; probability of the cut sets. The result of this step is a set of Boolean
| equations describing each accident sequence in terms of cut sets which now

contain all the irrportant seismic and random failure events.

Each accident sequence so derived consists of the union of groups of events
(successes or failuns of safety systems) which must occur simultaneously
for th> accident sequence to occur. The failure of each safety system can
be represented in terms of rninireal cut sets, which are groups of component
failure which will cause the safety systern to fail. These cut sets and the
accident sequences are combined together so that every accident sequence
can be expressed in a Boolean expression of the form

t

/ SCC; - Ifh [C C C23 or C C3 o r . . . o r C C C, )i3

in which IE is the initiating event and the C, are basic events (i.e.,3

failure of individual components) identified on the system fault trees. If

at least one of the component failure groups C,C,C, occurs, then the
accident seque ec occurs.

3.7,2 Accident Sequence Quantification

The final step involves the actual quantification of the accident sequences
(using best estimate seismic failure probabilities from the final fragility
evaluations) for each carthquake level being evaluated. The same accident
sequence expressions are utt11::cd both to compute the mean point estimates
of the accident sequence frequencies and to perform the uncertainty
analysis calculations. To facilitate computations as well as
documentation, a cross reference table should be set up which relates each
component to a component identification number, its random point estimate
failure rate and error factor, and to its associated seismic fragility
category and seismic response category. This cross re fe rence tabic thus
provides all the information required to compute the probability of failure
of any basic event (random or selsric or combined) at any peak ground
acceleration level.

Computation of each accident sequence probability consists of determining
the probability of each cut set, and then combining them to get the
accident sequence probability. Finally, the accident sequence probability
is computed using the expression

p(ACC) - 1 { [1. p(cutset j)) .

This expression represents _ an upper limit to the accident sequence
probability (assuming nonnegative correlations), and has been found to be a
close approximation to the accident sequence probability (Ref.1). This is
true since the exact correlation can be considered in evaluating each cut
iet, while only the correlation between cut sets is neglected. However,
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correlat ion between "or-ed" events (such as between cut sets) has only a
re i no r offeet while correlation between "and ed" events (such as joint

component failures within a cut set) has a major impact on the resulting
probability.

These accident sequences are a function of (conditional upon) the peak
ground acceleration (pga) used to evaluate the basic event failure
probabilities. These must be de conditioned by integrating each accident
sequence (and the expression for core damage frequency) over the hazard
curve using:

f
P( ACC ,pga)f,3(pga)d(pga)ACC)

-
3

where

P(ACC),pga) is the conditional accident sequence
frequency as a function of pga, and

f,q(pga) is the probability distribution function
for the hazard curve,

Any reasonably accurate numerical integration scheme may be used. In

evaluating this integral, a lower limit of 0.05g is appropriate, and the
upper limit should be chosen so that the computed estimate of risk can be
shown to have converged. This depends very much on the slope of the
hazard curve for higher accelerations and must be identified in an
iterative fashion. The calculation of basic event failure probabilities,

,

inclusien of correlation and uncertainty analysis are described below.

3.7.2.1 Basic Event Seismic Failure Probability Calculation

The probability of seismic failure of each component is computed using the
so called " interference theory" equation (Ref. 21) given by:

F as(r)f,,,p(r:pga)dr (1)Pg,g(pga) -
tr

s

where F is the cumulative probability function for the fragility intr.,

terms of local response r und f,,,p is the response probability density
function on r conditional on pga.

llow e v e r , it is recommended that each basic event seismic failure
probability be computed assuming that the response and fragility
distributions are lognormal in form. Calculations in the SSMRP showed that
responses were reasonably fit by lognormal distributions. The limited data
on fragilities can be fit with lognormal distributions as well as any other
type. lle nc e , for convenience the lognormal distribution is used for both.
The above general equation used to calculate seismic failure frequencies
then simplifies to:
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,

where

t is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and

M,(pga) is the median of the component response

Mr is the median of the component fragility

4,s . Br, are the random logarithmic standard deviations of the
response and fragility, respectively.

|
Note that the use of lognormal distributions is not essential to the

! calculational process, and, in fact, any arbitrary pair of distributions
'

could be used for the responsen and fragilities provided they are
physically meaningful.

3.7.2.2 Calculation of Correlated Basic Event Probabilities

When the individual basic failure events in a cutset CC0 are not4 33
independent, correlation between the bacic events must be explicitly
included. Correlation can be due both to correlation in the responses
(which arises due to the common ground shaking which is exciting the
plant) and may also be due to correlation in the fragility estimates of
the components. If the correlations between the responses and the
correlations between the fragilities are known for two correlated
components, then the correlation coefficient between the failure of these
two components can be computed (Ref. 2) from:

O 0 0 0R1 R2 F1 F2
r 1R2 * 7 # IIP - _

-
R F1F2

4 0 0 1*OF1 2 F20Flt R2 * O 2 ;i 1

in which

p - correlation coefficient between the failures of components 1
and 2

$Rt.BR2 - standard deviation of the logarithms of the responses of
components 1 and 2

Brs.Br2 - standard deviations of the logarithms of the fragilities of
components 1 and 2

TR1R2 - correlation Coefficient between responses of components 1 and 2

Prir2 - correlation coefficient between tha fragilities of components 1
and 2,
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This relation shows that the correlation betwen the failures of
components 1 and 2 depends not only on the correlations betnen the
respective responses and the respective fragilities, but also on the
variances in these responses and fragilities, Innstnuch cs there are no
data as yet which show correlation between fragilities, it is recommended
that the fragility correlations between like components be taken as rero
and 1, and the possible ef feet quantified. The correlation between the
responses is computed according to the rules of Table 3.1.

In general, the probability of a cutt.et involving correlated seismic
failures must be computed by evaluating the multi variate probability
distribution for the dependent f ail ure events (Ref. 2). When the
responses and the fragilities are log normal variables, t.he multivariato
normal probability distribution can be used to cortpute the joint f ailure
probabilities. The computer code SEISIM (Ref. 1) developed in the SSKRP
was written expressly to calculate the probability of such correlated
cutsets. Given the individual component responses and f ragilities (in
terms of the medians and variances of their distributions) and given the

.

correlations between the responses and the fragilities, the code
constructs a multivariate lognormal distribution for each rainimal cutset,
and then uses :n dittensional numerical integration to c ort pu t e the

_

probability of the minimal cutset.

For many common situations in selemic analysis, simplifled methods for
computing such correlated seismic joint failure probabilities exist. For
example, when identical comt.onents are affected by the snme re stsotuit
(e.g., are located on the same floor siab), the eniculation of their
correlated joint failure probability can be performed in simple fashion
using Figure 3.8 as obtained from Reference 22. This allows
consideration of up to four identical cornponents having arbitrary future
correlation coefficient. The ordinant on this figure gives the exponent

to which the failure probability of a single component ' Pg must bena
raised to obtain the correlated failure probability for joint failuro of
all k components. The abcissa p is the correlation coefficient as
computed from equation 3. For example, if three components have an
individuni failure probability of 0.05, and if the correlation cofficient
p between the failures is 0.5, then _ the coefficient n3 is seen _to be
about 1.85 and thus the joint failure probability of the three components
is

p(C C Pa) * (0.05)W - 0.00392t2

(which .is quite a bit higher than the failure probability for the cut . set
assuming the three events are independent, which is 0.000125).

For the case where two unlike basic events in a cutset are assumed 'to be
correlated, the joint probability for the pair may be computed directly
by the use of tables and formulae for the bi variate normal probability
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given in Ref erence 23. Again, p is computeddistribution B(h,k,p) as
from equation 3. (The remaining failure probabilities in the cut set,
being independent, are multiplied in at the end).

A further savings in effort can be achieved 'oy considering the magnitude
of the correlation coefficient its(11, in general, when the correlation
coefficient between two components is less than 0.25, little error is
made in assuming that they are independent, Similarly, when the
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.75, it is reasonable to assume
that they are f ully dependent. These assumptions significantly reduce
the labor in computing correlated joint failure probabilities with little
loss-in accuracy.

3.7.2.3 Uncertainty Analysis

Finally, a complete uncertainty analysis is performed on the dominant
accident sequences (and on the dominant cutsets in each accident
sequence). A true Monte Carlo analysis is recommended for the NUREG 1150
studies. Thus, the expre ssion for the unconditional accirknt sequence
irequencies (and for core damage f requency), t.hown below:

P (ACC)) - P(ACC), pga)f (pgn)d(pga)

where

P(ACC ,pgn) is the conditional accident sequence
3

frequency as a function of pga, and

f,q(pga) is the probability distribution function
for the hazard curve,

is randomly nampled varying the hazard curve parameters, the random
failure frequencies, and the seismic response and f ragility parameters,
From the accumulated values of accident sequence frequency and core
damage frequency, exact statistics on their distributions are directly
obtainabic.

The sampling should be performed as follows. For each sample, a random
hazard curve should be selected from the family of hazard curves and
random values of the response median and the fragility median should be
computed. For each of these three quantities, a random variable from a
uniform distribution on (0, 1] is chosen and this is used to determine a
new median using the known modelling uncertainties and the inverse of the
standard normal probability distribution function. Note that new medians
are computed for each response quantity and for each fragility category.

- .The same '' ne w " median must be used for every basic event - assigned to
either that response or that fragility.

-
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:
I Thus, in performing the uncertainty analyses, full correlation between

random saroples taken from each response category ard frore each fra6111ty
; cate6ery is enforced. This is both theoretically correct and consistent

with the philosophy utilized in the internal event NUREC 1150 uncertainty
calculations.a

1

3.7.2.4 Hean point Estiinate Calculations
t

In addition to the full uncertainty analysis (whic) produces exact mean#

valuce and exact percentiles of the distributions of the accident
,

sequences and total core damage frequency) a "racan point estimate" should
. be computed. The recan point estimate is useful for illustrating various
j intermediate results (conditional accident sequences frequencies, >
d initiating _ event frequencies, etc.) which explain the flow of the

calculations, for demonstrating convergence of the numerical integration,
and for perforrning sensitivity studies in a cost effective manner.

j Specifically, the snean point estimate is used to understand the
contributions of the various basic evenes to the total frequencies and to,

{ understand the contributions tc the total uncertainty bands.
' The mean point estimate is- coreputed by using the mean random failure

frequencies, the mean seismic hazard curve, and the mean values for the
seistnic failure event frequencies in evaluating the accident sequences.
The mean seismic failure probabilities are computed using both random and
systematic-uncertainties for the responses using:

,

in (M IPE"}/H[rE(preal 6 -;- -

A * * *
rr ru fr fu,

J

$- where

-e is the standard normal cumulative distribution function,

M,(pga) is the median of the component response,

j Mr is the rnedian of the component fragility,
!

i p,, , pg, are the randorn logarithmic standard deviations of the
response and fragility. respectively, and

#ru , 4tu are the systematic logarthmte standard - deviations of thei

response and fr.sgility, respectively

.

Dr.ly ono evaluation-of the_ accident sequences is required to compute the
mean point estimate. This recan point estimate vill be seen to be nearly
equal to the exact mean values of the accident sequence and core damage

L frequencies as obtained from the uncertainty analysis. This is to be
| expected ' because mean values probabilistically add to yield the mean-

. value of each accident sequence (conditional on the hazard), and the only
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dif ference between the true taean and the mean point estimate has to do
with sampling error in the Monte Carlo uncertair'y analysis, Experience
has shown, however, that the difference between tnese is small.

3.7.2.5 Sensitivity Studies

In particular, the mean point estimate calculation is particularly useful
in performing sensitivity studies. As a minimum, a sensitivity study on
basic event importance to the overall mean core damage frequency and a
sensitivity study on the relative importance of the hazard curve
uncertainty as compared to the response / fragility uncertainties should be
made.

The t . sic event importance can be ascertained by evaluating the ' risk .

reduction potential" for each component. This is accomplished by setting |
the failure probability of each component (one at a time) to zero and i

'

rievaluating the mean (pol-t e s t in.a te) core damage frequency. The
percentage reduction in core damage frequency is thus a measure of its
importance and a direct indication of the decrease in risk which vonld
result if the component were strengthened so that it would never fail M
a seismic event. It is c1carly a means of ranking components as to the
cost effectiveness of any retrofit to strengthen a component.

The uncertainty importance study can be accomplished by setting the
modelling uncertainties for each of the hazard, response and fragilities
to zero (one at a time) and reevaluating the Monte Carlo uncertainty
-analysis to determine changes in the distributions of the accident
sequence frequencies and the total core damage frequency, A convenient
measure often used as an indication of the degree of uncertainty in eny
probability distribution is the Error Factor (EP) defined as the ratio
batueen the hth percentile and the 50th percentile of the distribution.
Changt s - in the computed nrror factor as the hazard, response and
fragil vy uncertainties are set to zero directly indicate their
importance to the )verall uncertainty. Examples of both types of
unsitivity studies are included in the Surry and Peach Bottom NUREG-1150
seisaic PRAs.

I

I 3.7.3 Presentation of Results

In order that the assumptions and . input be traceable and that the output
| be relatively transparent, the following set of figures and tables should
|: be provided for:each_ seismic analysis:
!

a. Figures showing the mean and median hazard curves at the site,
the upper and lower bounds assumed, and a figure showing the
site ground motion spectra,

b. Tabulatiua of mean and ruedian annual probabilities of exceedance
,

! of each discretization point of the hazard - curve used in the
numerical integration of the accident sequences,

c. Listing of all earthquake time histories used in the analysis.
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d. Figure. .2howing the event trees as modified for the seismic
analysis.

.

e. Tables listing the dominant cutsets for all important accident
sequences,

f. Table listing the basic events, their definition, randora and
test / maintenance probabilities, and corresponding seismic
response and fragility categories.

g. Table listing responso points, description of location and
elevation of each point, and the response pga multiple.

| h. Table showing the mean initiating event probabilities ar each
I earthquake level.

1. Table listing the mean conditional accident sequence
! frequencies / year for each earthquake level,

j, Table listing the total (unconditional) mean accident sequence
contributions for each interval on the hazard curve.

k. Table listing the mean, variance, 5, 15, 35, 50, 65, 85 s,:d 95
percentiles of the accident sequence and total core damage
frequency distributions.

This Jata will provide the necessary input to allow the reader to
reproduce any of the point estimate results.

3.8 Summary

The procedures described in this chapter describe a straightforward
approach to tha evaluation of seismic CDP which is minimally dependent on
analyst judgement. The simplified building response calculation approach
provides detailed and accurate results at a level of effort significantly
less than that pe rformed in the SSMRP and yet the results are totally
de f e ndab le_. The approach _ using conservative component failure
probabilities in the initial screening minimizes the effort required to
develop component frag 111 ties. The use of a Monte Carlo analysis of the

-

accident sequences and total core damage frequency allows - for rigorous
incorporation of arbitrary response functions and any _ degree of
correlation. Taken together,- this - approach represents a reasonable and
efficient, yet fully documentable and defendable, means of calculating
seismic core damage frequency.
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|

l' 4.0 FIRE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
i

j. Based on plant operating experience over the last 20 years, it has been
observed that typical nuclear power plants will have three to four
significant fires over their operating lifetime. Previous probabilistic,

risk assessments (PRAs) have shown that fires are a significant
contributor to the overall core damage frequency, contributing anywhere
from 7 percent to 50 percent of the total (considering contributions from
internal, seismic, flood, fire, and other events). Because of the
relatively high core damage contribution, fires need to be examined in
more detail.

An overview of the simplified fire PRA methodology is as follows:

A. Plant Visit '

Based on the internal events and seismic analyses, the general location
of cables and components of systems of interest is known. The initial
plant visit will provide the analyst with a means of seeing the pnysical
arrangements in each of these areas. The analyst will have a fire zone
checklist which will aid in the screening analysis.

The second purpose of the initial plant visit is to confirm with plant
personnel that the doewtontation being used is in fact the best availabic
information and to get clarification about any qucations that might have
arisen in a review of the documentation.

Also, a thorough review of fire fighting precedures will be conducted. -

B. Screening

It is necessary to select important fire locations within the power plant
under investigation having the greatest potential ' for producing risk-
dominant accidene sequences. The obj ectives of location selection are
somewhat competin6 and should be balanced in a meaningful risk assessment
study. Thefirst obj ective is to maximize the possibility that all
important locations are analyzed, and this leads to the consideration of
a potentially large number _of candidate locations. The second objective
is to, minimize the effort spent in the quantification of event trees and
fault trees for fire locations that turn out to be unimportant. A proper
balance of these objectives is one that results in an ideal allocation of
resourt,es_and efficiency of assessment,

p

| The screening analysis is comprised of:
I

l. Identification of relevant fire zones. Fire zones which have'

either safety related equipment or power and control- cables for
| that_ equipment will be identified as requiring further analysis,
i

2. Screen fire zones on probabic fire-induced initiating events. '

Determination of the fire frequency for all remaining plant
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locations and determination of the resulting fire induced
initiating events' and "off norreal" plant states is then
accomplished.

3. Screen fire zones on both order and frequency of cut sets.

remaining is numerically evaluated and culled on4. Each fire zone
frequency.

C. Quantification

After the screening analysis has climinated all but the
probabilistically- sigtJ f icant fire zones, quantification of dominant cut
sets-will be completsd at follows:

1, Determine temperature response in each fire zone.

2. Compute component fire fragilities. The latest version of the
fire growth code COMPBRN with some modifications will be used to
calculate fire propagation and equipment damage. These fire
calculations are only performed for the fire areas that survive
the screening analysis.

3. Assess the probability of barrier failure for all remaining
combinations of fire zones. A barrier failure analysis is
conducted for those combinations of two adj acent fire zones
which, with or without additional random failures, remain af ter
the screening analysis.

4. Perform a recovery analysis. In a similar fashion, as in the

internal event analysis, recovery of non fire-related random
failures will be addressed. Also, credit for either automatic or
manual extinguishment of a fire before the COMPBRN predicted time
to damage will be given.

5. An uncertainty analysis is then performed to estimate- error
bounds on tne computed fire-induced core damage frequencies. The
TEMAC code will be-utilized in the uncertainty-analysis.

4.1 identification of Relevant Fire Zones

Determination of fire areas and the boundaries or barriers between
respective areas will be made based on a review of the Appendix R

comprehensive analysis of the plant layout drawings, andsubmittal, a
supplemented with a plant walkdown to verify the selections .made. Fire.

area . determinations will then be made along major plant functional area
boundaries (typically 3 hr rated fire barriers) based on the existing
divisions from the general arrangement drawings.
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4.2 Initiatine Event Freauencies

Data on fires in light water reactors have been analyzed in several
studies (Ref. 1, 2, 3). Although they have been done independently, they
have some common aspects . For example, almost all studies have used
1.icense Event Report (LER) data frorn the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC). All have reported the overall frequency of fires of approximately
0.16 por reactor year on a plant wide basis.

To determine fire initiating event frequencies, there are two kinds of
information needed: (1) the number of fire incidents that have occurred
in specific compartments during commercial operation, and (2) the number
of cormpartment years that the nuclear industry has accumulated. host of
the data for the first part comes from reports of insurance inspectors to
American Nuclear Insurers (ANI), although other sources are also used,
c.c., the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. While the NRC requires the
reporting of fires that, in some way, affect the safety of the plant, the
ANI has more stringent requirements in the sense that all fire events
must be reported. Compartment years are camputed by adding the age of
all compartments (within a certain category of compartments) of units
that were in commercial operation by the enc of June 1985. The age is
defined as the time between first commercial operation and the end of
June 1985 (or date of decommissioning). The corr 61 nation of specific fire
locations and compartment ago is given in Table 4.1. Even though fire
events that occurred when the plant was shutdown are used, an event is
only included if it could be postulated that it also might occur when the
plant was et power. Eight areas are typically found in nuclear power
plants. These are: (1) the control room, (2) cable spreading room, (3)
diesel generator room, (4) reactor building, (5) turbine building, (6)
auxiliary building, (7) electrical switchgear room, and (8) battery room.
In most plants, the first three areas , the electrical switchgear room,
and battery room are single compartmenes while the other three are
typically large butidings. Appendix A provide.s a listing of all fire
events for each of these eight plant areas.

To obtain fire zone specific initiating frequencies, a partitioning
m . hod is required. Partitioning allows the analyst to subdivide the
frequency of fire occurrence from a large building (e.g., auxiliary
build'.ng) to a specific room or area within that building. Also, further
partJ tioning can occur within a specific room or area. One method of
partitioning is comprised of ratioing the areas of fire zones within a
bulliing, The assumption here is that the probability of fire occurrence
is dspendent only upon the amount of area a fire zone contains. Another
methad of partitioning would look at each fire zone and analyze factors
important to probability of fire initiation. These factors are the
amount of electrical components and cabling, the fire loading, whether
the fire zone is controlled, and how often the fire zone is occupied,
Partitioning by the first method will only be used when there is no
distinguishing characteristics of a fire zone or an area within that
zone.
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Table 4.1

Statistical Evidence of Fires in IXRs
(As of the end of June 1985)

Number Nwnber of
of Fires Compartment Years

Area r T

Control Room 3 681.0

Cable Spreading Room 2 747.3
;.

Diesel Generator Room 37 1600,0

Reactor Building 15 847.5

Turbine Building 21 654.2

Auxiliary Building 43 673.2

Electrical Switchgear Room 4 1346.4

Battery-Room; 4 1346.4
<
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' COMPBRN code calculations will also be used to partition fire frequency
within a particular fire zone. For example, if it is known that a
particular cable tray which runs through a fire zone must sustain damage
to make a fire scenario valid then the length of this tray can be readily
determined. COMPBRN calculations can then assess how far away from this
tray a fire can be located and still cause damage. In this way an area
of fire influence within a fire zone can be determined.

The fire events and operating years for the eight plant areas were
obtained using the fire data base developed by Wheelis (Ref. 4). To
determine operating years for electrical switchgear rooms and battery
rooms, auxiliary building operating years are doubled. A survey of all
U.S. light water reactors indicates that there is an average of 2.25
trains of emergency switchgear and their associated batteries per plant,
H owe vt. r , it is known that some plants, such as Surry, locate both trains
of their emergency switchgear in one fire zone. So, it was assumed that
an average number will be close to tws per plant for both types of rooms.

To aid partitioning within a large building or within a specific fire
zone in that building, a checklist was used on the initial plant visit to
determine the most probable fire-initiating sources. Also, data on past
fire occurrences was thoroughly reviewed. For instance, control room
deta indicate that fires have only occurred in electrical cabinets.
Therefore, area ratios will be developed based on cabinet area within
this respective area. Since transient combustibic initiated fires have
never occurred, they will be eliminated from further consideration for
control room areas.

The generic fire occurrence data will be updated using a method developed
by Iman (Ref. 5) to determine plant specific fire occurrence frequencies.

This Bayesian approach models the incidence rate for each plant relative
to the incidence rates of all other plants, and the posterior
distribution is found for the incidence rate for each plant.

For this analysis the gamma distributton is used as a model, although
many other distributions could be used. The probability density function
for the two-parameter gamma distribution is:

h(A)-f(Aja, )- [F(o))'I A" d e"0A A t 0, o,p > 0

These parameters o and B are unknown, and the noninformative prior is:

p(a,S) a 1/(as) o,p > 0

The likelihood function of the datum (s ,t ) is Poissoni i

gg]"ie l'i/s gL(sg,tt|A]-(A t
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In this way plant specific fire initiating event frequencies and
distributions will be developed.

4.3 Determination of Fire-Induced "Of f-Nortnal" Plant State <i j

i

One. of the most critical steps in a fire analysis is to determine on a i

plant specific basis which of a wide range of possible initiating events
|has the potential to be induced as a result of a fire occurrence.
r

-As in the NUREG-1150 internal events analysis, a comprehensive list of
initiators has been identified for further study. It is known from a

review of previous fire PRAs that only a limited set of initiating events
has the potential to be a significant contributor to fire induced core i

damage frequency. Typically, initiating events such as large or medium |

LOCAs caused directly by the fire have not been analyzed because the j
vulnerabilities of pipin6 systems or tanks to fire events are considered s

insignificant.

A comprehensive look at system drawings will be conducted to determine
the - potential for large or small LOCAs caused by spurious valve ,

ctuation. If no probabilistically significant mechanism can be found ;
a

-during this review, then fire-induced spurious actuation will be removed
Jfrom further consideration. Even if spurious actuations would occur, it

is known from past fires (such as at Brown's Ferry) that within
approximately one half hour spurious actuations terminate in open
-circuits.

The same fault trees and event trees that are used in the internal events
y

analysis will be utilized in the fire analysis. Thus, the level of

analytical detail will be consistent with the level in the internal event
| analysis.

4.4 petailed Descrintion of the Screening. Analysis y

A comprehensive screening analysis will be required to reduce the number
| of potential fire-induced scenarios to only those which have the,

f
j potential to be probabilistically significant to core damage frequency.
i
| The screening' analysis is composed of the following four steps:|

,
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i

Step 1. Identification of Relevant Fire Zones

Fire zones containing equipment or cables associated with safety related
systems which r itigate the effects of the unscreened fire induced "off-
normal" plant states are identified. All other fire zones will then be
eliminated from further analysis.

Step 2. Screen Fire Zones Pased on a Critical Area Analysis

The remaining fire zenes undergo a critical area analysis (location
mapping) of components including control and power cables for a litnited
set of acrucial" c amponents located within these areas. This information
is used in conjunction with the SETS computer code (Ref. 6) to solve all
front line systems and all of the identified fire induced sequences of
Section 4.3 in terms of fire related and random failures.

Fire occurrence frequency for each zone will be set to 1.0 and, given a
fire, all components within that zone will be assumed to fail. The
output of this process is accident cut sets which include both fire zone
combinations as well as random failures (i.e., not firc related).

Truncation of cut sets at a random failure probability of 10'' to 10-5
will be accomplished which is equivalent to truncation of internal event
cut sets at approximately 10-8 since the fire frequency is arbitrarily
set for screening purposes to 1.0.,

Cut sets which require three or more fire zones will be eliminated. This
is deemed appropriate since these cut sets imply the failure of two or
more three-hour rated fire barriers. Cut sets which contain two fire<

zones will be screened on the following three criteria: (1) no adjacency
between zones, (2) no penetrations in the adjacency between zones, and
(3) if there are penetrations by numerical culling with barrier
penetration failure set to a screening value of 0.1. It is known from
the analysis of many fire barriers that typical failure rates are on the
order of 10-2 to 10'3 Therefore, this screening value will be set high
enough to ensure potentially important fire zone combinations are not
truncated in this screening step.

One additional important piece of information gained from these cut sets
is the identification of the remaining plant locations where zone to zone
barriers need to be analyzed. Dominant cut sets which contain adjacent
firo zones are analyzed for barrier failure in the quantification
process.

Step 3. Cull Fire Zones on Frequency

Cut sets not eliminated in the first three screening steps will be
resolved by utilizing fire ~ zone-specific initiating event frequencies
that are calculated using the method described in Section 4.2.1

'

,
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Also, operator recovery of non- fire related random failures will be
included. For screening purposes only al' s'ao r t - t e r m (less than 24 hr)

action failure probabilities (of non fire failures) will berecovery
increased from their respective internal events probabilities by a factor
of five to allow for the additional confusion of the fire situation
occurring in conjunction with other random f ailures. If recovery actions

are long term (greater than 24 hr) no modification to internal event
probabilities is deemed appropriate. It is felt that by this time the

fire will be extinguished and any spurious signals will have terminated
in open circuits.

Step 4, Confirmatory Plant Visit

For those remaining fire zones all fire-related failure scenarios are
ident i fied. A scenario can be thought of as a combination of one or more
fire related equipment f ailures within a fire zone with or without
additional non-fire related (random) failures outside of the fire area.
These failure combinations must minimally lead to core damage. Each fire

zone can have one or more scenarios depending on the equipment
combinations which must fall due to the fire in that particular area. A

second plant visit will then be conducted to determine which of these
scenarios are valid based upon cable or equipment locations within a
particular fire zone. For instance, if a given scenario requires the
fire related failure af cabling for components A and B, and it can be

shown that these cables are always s(parated by greater than 40 ft and
the area is sufficient size to preclude buildup of the hot gas layer or
one of the component's cabling is in a 3-hr rated fire wrap, then these
types of scenarios can be eliminated from further consideration. Past

experience with fire code calculations (discussed in the following
section) and fire testing provides much of the basis for assessing the
validity of the scenarios.

4.5 Fire Propagation Modeling

The COMPBRN fire growth code (Ref. 7) will be used to calculate fire
prop . tion and equipment damage. COMPBRN was developed specifically for

in nuclear power plant fire PRAs. The code calculates the time touse
damage critical equipment given that a fire has started. This failure

time is then used in conjunction with information on tire suppression to
a given fire will cause equipment failureobtain the probability that

which Icads to core damage before the fire can be suppressed. The latest
version of the code, COMPBRN III (Ref. 8), with some additional

modifications, is used for the calculations.

COMPBRN follows a quasistatic approach to simulate the process of fire
during the preflashover period in an enclosure. COMPBRN uses a zone
model breaking the fire environment into three zones: flamt/ plume, hot
gas layer, and ambient (see Figure 4.1). Simple fire and heat transfer
models and correlations are employed to predict the thermal environment
as a function of time. The thermal response of various targets in the
fire scenario is modeled to predict the amount of time required for a

i
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COMPBRN Modeling
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Itre to damage or ignite critical equipment. The critical equipment is
a cable tray carrying cables necessary for safegenerally taken to be

shutdown of the plant, although other critical components such as pumps
may be modeled.

The original version of COMPBRN, now referred to as COMPBRN I, has been
used to calculate damage time in the majority of fire PRAs to date.
However, the code calculations are thought to be ultra conservative due
to the neglect of heat losses from the targets. A critical assessment of
the code containing this and other problems has been performed (Ref. 3).
In response to these problems with COMPBRN 1, two later versions of the
code were developed, COMPBRN II and COMPBRN III (Ref. 8). Neither of the
later versions of the code has been extensively validated or compared to
data, but presumably represent various degrees of improvement.

As a part of a recent study (Ref. 3) on nuclear power plant fire risk
assessment,-the latest version of the code (COMPBRN III) was selected to
requantify fire damage times from several fire PRAs. Initial attempts to
use COMPBRN III in the roquantification resulted in the observation of
problems with and nonph'jsical behavior of the code. Many of the code
calculations could not be explained on a physical basis. As a result of
the observed nonphysical behavior of the code, an effort was undertaken
to identify problem areas and to suggest and implement modifications to
the code which make the code predictions more reasonable on a physical
basis. It was this modified version of the COMPBRN code which is used to
provide the fire propagation analysis for this methodology. References 3
and 9 provide detailed discussions of the problems which were identified
and addressed in the modified version of the code:

a. An error, and nonconservative assumption, exists in the forced
ventilation hot gas layer model, predicting low hot gas layer
temperatures,

b. Radiative heat transfer directly above the flame is not modeled,
yielding cooler temperatures directly above the flame than off to
the side of the flame,

c. Two errors in the calculation of view factors overpredict the
heat radiated to targets to the side as compared to objects
directly above the flame.

d. Only convective heat transfer, and not the dominant - radiative
-heat transfer for objects directly engulfed in the flame, is
modeled. Time to ignition is highly nonphysical,

e. The conduction algorithm is unstable, often resulting in
premature termination of the code, especially for cases involving-
objects in the flame or thermal response of barriers,

f, The mass burning rate of burning objects is underpredicted due to
lack of thermal foodback modeling.

4-10
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g. Cable insulation ignition and damage failure threshold criteria
are not currently well understood and the results are quite
sensitive to the input parameters chosen.

Both small and large fires will be postulated in the fire growth
calculations. If neither of these fire sizes is shown to be capable of
causing damage, fire size will be increased to determine how large a fire
would actually have to be to cause damage. A small fire will be assumed
to be 2 feet (0.61 m) in diameter and consist of I gallon (3.8 1) of oil.
A large fire will be assumed t. o be 3 feet (0.91 m) in diameter and
consist of 10 gallons (38 1) of oil. Analysis of a data base of
transient combustible fuel sources found at nuclear power plants (Ref,
10) indicates that oil sources less than or equal to i gallon (3.8 1)
were found approximately 70 percent of the time. Oil sources larger than
this were found ap p r o x i nia t e l y 30 pe rcent of the time. A similar
partitioning between small and large quantities in terms of heat content
(BTU or KJ) can be made for other credible transient combustible sources
such as solvents or trash paper. Again, analysis indicates that a 70/30
partitioning between small and large fuel sources is appropriate (within
i 10 percent). It can also be shown that 10 gallons (38 1) of oil bounds
any large solvent or trash paper combustible source in terms of heat
content and is, the re fo re , an appropriate upper bound on transient
combustible fuel source size.

A plant walkdown will be performed to obtain vital information for the
COMPBRN calculations. This information includes the location of critical
equipment and cable trays, separation between redundant trains, types of
cable present, and any shielding of fire barriers that may be present.

Cable insulation and damage thresholds are currently not well known (Ref.
11). For this study, a cable insulation ignition temperature of 773oK
(932*F) is assumed along with a damage temperature of 623oK (662'F). For
the large fire simulations these thresholds are not as critical to the
fire damage time calculations because of the intensity of the flames.

A list of typical parameters for the C0h!PBRN calculations is shown in
Table 4.2 These parameters were selected based on past ftre analyses at
commercial nuclear facilities to represent typical qualified cable
insulatlon.

A number of fire scenarios are typically considered for many fire areas,
in most cases, a " zone of influence" will be determined for the equipment
and fire sizes modeled. In other words, the fire location will be varied

in the COFIPBRN models to determine the maximum distance the fire could be
away from the critical equipment and still cause damage. This, in
effect, defines a radius on the floor anywhere in which a fire of a given
size could occur and cause damage (although the time to damage, of
course, varies with the distance from the target). This sensitivity
study (zone of influence determination) is done for the two fire sizes
described above and, of course, a di f fe rent radius on the floor is
determined for each of the fire sizes. In general, two situations can
result:

4-11
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Tabic 4,2

Modified COMPBRN III Input Parameters

Cable Insulation Parameters

3Density 1715 kg/m
Specific Heat 1045 J/kg K
Thermal Conductivity 0.092 W/m K
Heat of Combustion 1,85 2,31E 7 J/kg

Combustion Efficiency 0,6 0,8

Critical Temperature
Pilot Ignition 773oK

Spontaneous Ignition 7 / 3'K
Damage 6: 3'K

Surface Controlled Burning Rate 0,0001 0.0075 kg/m3 S
Burning Rate Radiation Augmentation 1,86 ? 7 kg/J m2
Radiative Fraction 0 3 0,5

Smoke Attenuation Factor 1,4

Re flectivity 0,1 0,3

Oil Parame.ters __

Density 900 kg/m3
Specific Heat 2100 J/kg K
Heat of Combuation 4,67E7 J/kg
Combustion Effletency 0,9

Surface Controlled Burning Rate 0.06
Radiative Fraction 0,3 0,5

Mass of 011 3,4-34.0 kg

4-12



a. If both fire sizes can cause damage to the target a fire cut set is
evaluated for each fire size. The fire occurrence frequency for each
cut set is ratioed down by the conditional probability of the fire
size occurring as well as the size of the floor area over which
damage can result,

b. If the small size fire cannot cause damage (even directly under the
target) but the large fire can, then only a singic cut set need be
evaluated and the total fire frequency is reduced by the ratio of the
floor area over which the large fire can cause damage to the total
fire zone floor area and also by a severity factor to account for the
fact that most fires that will occur will be of insufficient
magnitude to cause damage,

If it is found, however, that even the large pool fire (directly under
the target) cannot cause damage, then the fire pool size is increased (up
to six feet) and COMPBRN is rerun again to see if any ( aage can occur.
This is done so that no cut set is lost due to the fact that only two
discreto pool sizes are used. If, for example, a largo pool fire of
diameter of four feet is found to cause damage (whereas the initial large
fire of three foot diameter did not cause damage) then the cut set is
retained and the fire frequency is partitioned even further. This
assures that cut sets are not lost due to the discrete nature of the
calculations being performed by COMPBRN and the discrete fire sizes
recommended.

The times to damage increase exponentially as the fire distance
increases. Using these results, the floor area in which a fire would
have to occur to damage critical cables can be estimated. An area ratio
can then be calculated by dividing this area by the total floor area of
the room, fire area, or building (as appropriate). This reduction factor
can then be multiplied by the initiating frequency to estimate the
frequency of fires which occur in a critical portion of a given room,

It should be noted that a small fire, except for zone of influence cases,
does not yield damage in most fire areas, Prior experience with COMPBRN
shows that a small fire must be very close to its target to yield damage.
Large fires, however, can and do yield damage in most cases. The major
exception is in small closed rooms (like a battery room) in which a hot
gas layer rapidly develops. In such cases , the hot gas layer ef fects
become quite algnificant. Thus, for some of the COMPBRN runs, room
parameters are used in order to simulate a model of the hot gas layer.
For these cases, damage occurs sooner due to the increased thermal input
from the hot gases,

It has been found in past experience with COMPBRN and in some of the
simulations for Peach Bottom that the COMPBRN results can be quite
sensitive to fires located adjacent to walls which are in close proximity
to the target cable trays. Using the typical model of the wall as one
section results in unrealistic radiative heat fluxes from the wall to the

4-13
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cable trays _ of interest. For these cases, the wall is divided into
several sections to more realistically calculate the wall thermal
response. -It-is recommended that- the wall area be divided into three'

vertical sections with the section closest to the fire having the-same
horizontal dimension as the fire diameter, The other two sections
equally divide the remaining _ wall area. Without this division, COHpBRN

will predict a constant temperature along the entire wall surface in the
horizontal direction. The predicted temperature _ is thus overestimated
for all points except that with the closest distance to the fire. The
effect is that re-radiation from the wall at a higher temperature-
predicts damage in shorter time frames than a more realistic temperature
profile would.

t

4.6 Barrier Failure Analysis

In the unscreened cut sets where a potential for barrier failure has been
identified, barrier failure probability will be estimateo using bt.rrier !

failure rates developed as described below.

Barriers are grouped into three types: (1) fire doors, security doors,

water tight doors, and fire curtains, (2) fire dampers and ventilation
dampers; and (3) penetration seals and fire walls. The data base
contains 628 records from when construction began on any given plant to
the.end of June 1985. The number of_ barriers of each type at a plant is

required to estimate the rate at which a specific component fails. The
number is not known precisely for each plant, but a nominal figure that
has been estimated for each barrier type is given in Table 4.3.

The generic - barrier failure rates are determined based on estimates of
barrier failure rates for each individual type of barrier, i.e., fire

damper, door, etc. For a given fire zone, the total barrier failure rate
is determined as the union of the- probabilities of the individual barrier
failure rates. Thus, this is entir.ly plant specific, as the number and
type of barriers in any given zone is plant specific.

The statistical uncertainty of - each estimate, reflecting- sampling
variation and plant-to plant variation, is represented by 90 percent
-confidence bounds . These estimates and = confidence bounds are given in.
Table 4.4 where units of both estimates and bounds are failures / year.

.During the - confirmatory plant visit scenarios require barrier failure
will have.those barriers inspected. If no plant specific vulnerabilities
( i .'c . , barriers missing.or not intact in its normal configuration): are
noted as a result of this inspection, no_ mod.ification of generic barrier

. - failure rates will be performed.

4.7 Recoverv-Analysis

For- those remaining. cut sets which survive the screening process and
-where the 'COMPBRN code predicts fire damage will occur, recovery ' of
random failures and credit for extinguishment of the- fire before the
COMPBRN predicted time to fire damage will be applied.

,

4-14
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| Table 4.3
1

Approximate Number of Barriers at a Plant

lyng Nominal

1 150

2 200

3 3000

Table 4.4

Estimates of Single Barrier Faliarc Rate

-

5% 90%

Barrier Barrier / Confidence Confidence
Tvoc Unit Es t ima t e_ Bound Bound

1 150 7.4E 3 0.0 2.4E 1

2 200 2.7E 3 0.0 2.2E 1

3 -3000 1.2E 3 0.0 3.7E-2

An important component in determination of the frequency of fire-induced
core damage scenarios is the ability of the plant fire brigade to respond
to and extinguish fires in a timely fashion before da, age can occur to
plant systems and components important to safety. The COMPBRN fire
propagation code predicts the time to ignition or damage of critical
cables and components. The COMPBRN predicted fire induced equipment or
cable damage times are used in conjunction with a distribution on time to
suppression of fires to obtain the probability that a given fire will
damage critical safety equipment before it can be suppressed.

The probability of nonsuppression of a given fire has been determined
from a data base on fire suppression times (Ref. 4) and developed in the
Fire kisk Scoping Study (Ref 3). The result is a cumulative probability
distribution function which gives the probability that a fire has not
been suppressed as a function of time. This distribution function is
used in conjunction with the results of the COMPBRN code calculations,

4 15
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which predict the time to failure for a given piece of equipment in a
given fire zone. The tinic to failure is input into the nonsuppression
probability distribution and the result is the probability that the fire
has not been extinguished prior to the time that the component will fail
due to the fire. This term is in every fire cut set. Given the COMPBRN
results which typically prodlet fire damage in 2 to 15 minutes an
adequate bound on the uncertainty is assumed to be 115 minutes. This
uncertainty estimate was determined based on consultation with fire code
and testing experts.

Recovery of random failures (non fire related) is treated in a similar
fashion as in the internal events cualysis (Ref. 10). All operator
recovery actions that are used in the internal events analysis will be
inspected for use where appropriate in the remaining cut sets. If a
sequence is long term (greater than 24 brs), two recovery actions will be
allowed In short term (less than 24 hrs) sequences only one recovery
;.ecion kill be allowed. f. particular recovery action will be chosen if
the possib!11ty of multiple recovery actions -is present on a hierarchy
(based on the highen likelihood of successful recovery) established by
the internal events analysts.

In the areas where fire-fighting activity takes place, no credit will be
given for local recovery actions until af ter the fire is extinguished.
In non affected areas, local recovery is allowed for valve manipulation
or pump operation when damage to power cabling of an applicabic component
has not occurredi

The recovery analysis will also give credit for automatic extinguishment
of a fire before damage occurs. As part of the plant walkdown, plant-
specific aspects such as (1) type of detection and actuation, (2)
detector spacing, (3) actuation delay times, (4) required fire location,
(5) predicted fire damage times, and (6) type of suppression will be
utilized to deternine if generic system reliability data will be applied.

Failure rates (on demand) for the three types of fire systems (water
and llalon) were developed based on a literature review (Refs,deluge, CO2

11 through 14). Table 4.5 lists the failure probabilities given a system
demand for each of the three system types.

Based on this literature search best estimate values for system
2 were taken to be 96%, 94%, and 96%reliability for water, llalon, and CO

respectively.

4.8 Uncertainty Analysig

Distributions on fire frequency, fire suppression probability, fire code
calculations, random failure probability, barrier failure probability,
and operator recovery actions generate uncertainties on fire induced core
damage frequencies,

4-16
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Table 4.5

Automatic Suppression System
Failure Rates (On Demand)

Synga Failure Rate

Water Deluge- 0.04911
0.0381'
O.006312

Halon 0.2011
,

0.059*
0.053614

CO 0.116112

0.0413
0.00212

The uncertainty of these values is propagated through the accident
sequence models using two computer codes. A Latin Hypercube Sampling
(UIS) algorithm is used to generate the samples for all of the parameter
values.(Ref. 15) while the Top Event Matrix Analysis Code (TEMAC) is used
to quantify the uncertainty of the accident sequence equation using the
parameter value samples generated by the UlS code (Ref. 16).

UlS is a constrained Monte Carlo technique which forces all parts of the
distribution to be sampled. The UlS code is also flexible in that it can
sample a variety of random variable distributions. Furthermore,

|- ' parame te r -- dis tributions for similar events can be correlated. For
example, if two similar components (e.g., MOV XX FTO and MOV YY FTO) are
modeled from ~ the same - probability distribution, then the sampling of
these two distributions is perfectly correlated, meaning the same value

Lis_used for both events in a given sample member. For basic events which
are modeled-with very similar but slightly different distributions (e.g.,
MOV XX fails to remain closed for 100 . hrs and MOV YY fails to remain
closed for 200 hrs), the Uls code permits an induced correlation between
the sampics. However, UlS-does not allow the correlation coefficient for
this case to be equal to 1.0. Uls does permit sampling -with a
coefficient of 0.99 in these cases.

* Letter from SAIC Senior Staff Scientist Bill Parkinson to John
Lambright, Dated May 3, 1988.

4 17
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TEMAC uses the llis parameter samples and the accident sequence equations
(cut sets) as input to quantify the core damage estimates. TEMAC
generates a sample of the accident sequence frequency, a point estimate
of the frequency, and various importance measures and ranking for the
base events.

Uncertainty on fire initiating event frequency will be developed when the
generic fire frequencies are updated using plant data. This process
which is briefly discussed in Section 4.2 is covered in more detail in
Reference 5.

Uncertainty on fire nonsuppression probabilities (Q(t )) will beo

addressed by modification of COMPBRN predicted time to damage. The
COMPERN predicted time to damage and its associated non-suppression curve
probability are taken to be a best estimate of a maximum entropy
distributed variable. Fif teen minutes will be added and subtracted from
the COMPBRN predicted time to allow for uncertainty in its result and the
uncertainty in the probability of nonsuppression distribution. These
probabilities are then taken as a minimum and maximum of a maximum
entropy distribution, respectively. The maximum entropy distribution is
the simplest distribution one can envision for a random variable for
which a lower bound, an upper bound and a mean value are known or
estimated and its use is appropriate when nothing else is known about the
distribution.

Uncertainty associated with the fire size estimate factor ( f.) can be
developed utilizing information associated with plant inspection reports
which survey dittbrent types of combustibles and their amounts found in
nuclear power pl a n t.s . Two fire sizes, a large and small fire, are
modeled as described in Section 4.5. These fire sizes (BTU content) are
compared to the distributions on possible fire sizes developed for the
different combustibics from the 16E data. The best estimate percentage
of fires that were either large or small is taken from an average of the
different types of combustibles for an equivalent- BTU level fire modeled
by COMPBRN. This probability is assumed to be the best estimate value of
a maximum entropy distribution. Maximum and minimum probabilities for
this distribution are assumed to bc based on one individual type of
combustible with either the maximum or minimum percentage corresponding
to applicable fire size (BTU rating).

Uncertainties in random failure events and operator recovery actions will
be treated identically as in the NUREG ll50 internal events analysis, No

modlfication needs to be made for the fire analysis.

Uncertainty -in probability of automatic suppression system reliability
were developed using the data referenced in Tabic 4.5. For each type of
suppression system the upper and lower bounds were assigned based on the
additional data values not assigned as best estimate probabilities.
These data values were then represented by a maximum entropy
distribution.
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The fire zone partitioning factor ( f. ) reduces the building fire
frequency down to that portion applicable to the ftre zone in question.
Uncertainty in this factor is obtained by computing the part i tioning'

factor three ways; based on floor area, based on number of electrical
.

components in the zone versus total in the building, and by amount of
cable in the zone versus the total. Typical bands are multiplicative
factors of 5,0.

The local area partitioning factor reduces the fire zone fire initiating
frcquency by the ratio of the floor area within the room over which the
fire must occur to the total zone floor area, and as described previously
is based on COMPBRN sensitivity runs. The uncertainty in this parame er
is due to uncertainties in COMPBRN input parameters, uncertainties in the
COMPERN models themselves, and uncertainties in the physical location of
the target compone r,t s . This latter uncertainty often turns out to be the
most important source of uncertainty. Our experience leads us to
recommend a multiplicative factor of 5, but this could be reduced by
greater knowledge of component and cable locations.

Some additional potential areas of risk which could be analyzed by use of
this critical area methodology are identifled as follows:

a. Effects due to suppression activities (both automatic and
manual) on safety equipment. This includes suppression effects
in the zone where the fire is as well as the effects in other
areas.

b. Effects due to smoke, corrosive gases and humidity changes
caused by a fire on safety-related equipment,

c. Electrical independence between control room circuits and i amote
shutdown type panels (either one central panel or several . mall
panels located in dif ferent zones) that allow for contrcl of
safety equipment if the control room is evacuated.

Sensitivity analyses will be performed as identified on a plant-specific
basis, plant specific sensitivity studies should be conducted on those
assumpt'ons in the fire analysis that are the most dominant contributors
to the overall results. Such factors can be readily identified during
the cut set quantification process.

4.9 Conclusion

By use of this methodology, the frequency of significant fire threats to
a nuclear power plant can readily be quantified. Significant reductions
in time and cost of analysis are accomplished with the aid of a
previously completed internal events analysis

4 - 1 <>
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This methodology results in a similar level of detail to that of the
internal events.and seismic studies. By use of the same fault trees and
event trees, these results can be compared directly to core damage
estimates from either internal events or seismi: initiators. This allows
any given nuclear power plant to have a consistent basis on which to make
any decisions as to the relative effect of any potential plant
modificationc. Studies based on engineering judgment alone (vlthout the
aid of a computer based critical area analysos) have been shown to miss
many significant fire area contributors to fire induced core damage
frequency. Fire threat analysis supports the NUREG 1150 document as part
of a comprehensive external events risk profile,
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Table A.I.

' Auxiliary Building Fires

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Type Remarks

San Onofre 1 2/7/68 Power Cable' LThermally overloaded 480 V-

Operation cables caught fire--55 cables
damaged.

f San Onofre 1 -3/9/68 Power Cable Thermally overloaded cables|:

Operation in switchgear room.

7 Palisades 6/25/71 Cold Air Dryer Low . flow of air through air
Shutdown Filter dryer resulted 'in temperature

w buildup and ignition of filter.

Lacrosse. ~7/15/72 . Power' Circulation Oil on pump lagging ignited
Operation Pump by hot pump casing.

Turkey Point 3' 12/16/72 - Power Battery Battery charger overheated
_ Operation Charger and a small fire accurred in

the transformer winding

insulation.

Robinson 2 4/19/74 Power Expansion Cigarette or welding slag
Operation Joint from construction workers

ignited combustible expansion
joint material.

Robinson 2 4/19/74' Power Expansion Same type of event as
Operation Joint previous event -occurred one

week apart.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Table A.1
-

,

Auxiliary Building Fires (Continued)

Plant Date of Plant Fire
Name Occurrence Status Tvre Remarks i__

Turley Point 3 5/75 Power Battery Transformer overheated igniting
s

Operation Charger insu17. tion. Similar to j
(1001) previous event on 12/14/72.

|
.

Millstone 2 3/24/76 Hot Motor Fire resulted from arcin6 ofShutdown Control a supply lead. Extinguished
Center by de-energizing MCC.

> Dresden 2 4/76 Cold Circuit ECCS Jockey Pump control feed
i Shutdown Breaker breaker caught fire from a

burned-out contacter coil.
,

Fitzpatrick 6/11'76 Power Circuit Overload in HPCI valve i

Operation Breaker circuit breaker. Extinguished
(934) by de-energizing breaker.

Millstone 2 11/15/76 Hot Relay-- Relay fire in motor control
Shutdown MCC center.

Pilgrim 1 3/77 Hot Circuit Circuit breaker under-voltage
Shutdown Breaker coil burnt due to high flw t-

ing charge on station oattsry. ;

i

Fitzpatrick 4/4/77 Power Circuit Coil failed by fire in HPCI
Operation Breaker test valve breaker and extin-
(884) guished by de-energizing. ;

sis'iar to 7/28/75 event.

f

;
,
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Table A.1

Auxiliary Building Fires (Continued)

__

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tree a - eks

Arnold S/7/77 Refueling. Circuit Breaker relay failed, burning

Outage Breaker open and starting phase
burner material abeve it on
fire.

Salem 1 6/30/77 Power Relay-- Fire detection instrumentation
Operation Cabinet panel fire due to relay failure.

Unknown 4/13/78 Fower Circuit Failure breaker contact due to
Operation Breaker-- improper w intenance--occurred

MCC in motor control center.>

Robinson 2 7/16/78 Power Battery Resistance heating of terutnal
Operation connection ignited plastic tops

of two cells of a battery.

Unknown 7/27/78 Power Battery Defective terminal or connec-
Operation Terminal tions not secured.

Arkansas 8/16/78 Cold Pump LPSI pump motpr on fire (being
Nuclear Shutdown Motor used for shutdown cooling) due

to incorrect installation ofOne 1 motor bearings resulting in
shorting of rotor with the
stator.

Salem 1 1/79 Power Transformer Motsture in the windings

Operation resulted in a short and
(95%) subsequent fire.

| . _ . . _ _ . _ . . . _ . . _ _ . . . _ . . . - _ _
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Table A.I

Auxiliary Building Fires (Continued)

Plant Date of Plant Fire
Name Occurrence Status Type Remarks i

Palisades 4/4/79 Power Batte ry Battery burst due to internal
Operation explosion of hydrogen ignited

|
(1004) by a test lead being used to |

measure voltage. )

San Onofre 1 11/27/79 Power Switchgear Rodents shorted two phases of a
Operation 480-v buw in the switchgear room. :

j (1004)
!

! 7 Hatch 2 4/80 Cold Cable A loose connection resulted in
*

i Shutdown a wire of an RPS motor |
| generator set breaker burning. |-

i

Unknown BWR 4/15/80 Power Bus Fire involving supply bus |
Operation occurred in switchgear room.

' Peach Bottoe 1 6/3/80 Power Transformer A flitering capacitor in a vital
Operation bus transformer caught fire.

(100%) damaging the transformar.

Unknown PVR 7/6/80 Power Circuit Circuit breaker caught fire when
Operation Breaker it failed to close properly

because contacts were out of
,

adjust ment .

Unknown PUR 10/2/80 Power Valve Motor Air sample inlet valve motor
Operation issued smoke. Power was removed

from motor.
,

l

1

i

. - - _________.
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Table A.1

Auxiliary Eu11 ding Fires (Continued)

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tvea Remarks

Troj an 12/31/80 Power Circuit Breaker stab mise 11gned causing

Operation Breaker Ignition of plastic dust

(100%) collector by arcing.

Palisades 1/24/81 Power' Pts p Component cooling water ptmp
Operation Motor motor caught fire due te ,

(98%) besring failure from loss of
lubricating oII.

in recombiner.San Onofre 1 7/17/81 Cold Can Decay Explosion of H2

Shutdown Tank:
or

Indian Point 2 8/10/81 Power Pts p Short circuit within 51 pump

Operation Motor caused fire and an overload

(1001) trip of its supply breaker.

North Anna 1 11/11/81 Power Pump Main feedwater pump fire.

Operation

Hatch 1 11/23/81 Cold Relay Insulation breakdown caused
Shutdown fire in a reactor low-low RFS i'

relay.

Point Beach 1 10/15/82 Power Circuit Supply breaker for MG set
Operation caught fire. |

(?8*)

?
!
1

>

_ . . _ _
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Table A.1

Auxiliary Building Fires (Continued)

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tyre Remarks

Salem 1 11/9/82 Cold Relay Relay failure resulted in a

Shutdown fire in a fire detection
instrumentation panel. Fire
detectors f or switchgear
rooms, battery room, and DC
area were rendered inoperable.

Brunswick 1 11/27/82 Power Battery Resistor on charger amplifier

> Operation Charger board opened causing a voltage

j, (68%) Increase and capacitor failure.

Oconee 2 2/3/83 Power Pump Loss of lubrication oil

Operation Motor resulted in high hearing

(100m) temperature and smoke.

Brunswick 1 4/26/83 Refueling Transformer Following a loss of of fsite
power, a ftre occurred in a
transformer between emergency

|
buses.

Oconee 3 5/25/83 Power Cable and Welding operation started a

Operation Conduit fire in conduit surrounding a
.

(100s) cable (letdown valve).I

I

_ _ _ _ -
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Table A.I

Auxiliary Building Fires (Concluded)

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Type Remarks

Salem 2 6/20/83 Cold Transformer Transformer breaker tripped on

overcurrent and was reclosed.shutdown
Fire occurred immediately

thereafter.

Peach Bottom 1 9/9/b1 Power Control Water entered a control room
Operation Panel ventilation chiller control
(1004) pacel shorting motor starter

contacters.
>
o'>

Yankee Rowe 8/2/84 Power Circuit High resiseance in the main
Operation Breaker -disconnecting contacts of the
(100%) center phase of the breaker

caused an are to propagate to

outside phases.
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Table A.2

Reactor Building Fires
i

Plant Date of Plant Fire
Name Occurrence .. Status Type Remarks

Quad Cities 1 12/10/72 Power 011 A small open flame was observed
Operation Insulation within a RRR service-water pump

hot .ing. Fire was set by
welding sparks on oil-soaked
insulation.

Peach Botton 1 12/22/72 Power The motor on a residual heat
Operation removal pump burst into flamesy

i due to insufficient lubrication
to the lower bearing.

Monticello 5/15/74 Hot Hydrogen An off-gas ignition occurred
shutdown resulting in the rupture of

both air ejector discharge line
rupture discs.

Dresden 3 11/15/74 Power Hydrogen An of f-gas explosion occurred
Operation when the 3A recombiner outlet

valve was opened.

| Oconee 2 1/31/75 Hot Oil A small oil fire occurred
| Shutdown underneath a reactor coolant
| pump motor stand.

Brunswick 2 4/14/77 Power Hydrogen A hydrogen flame was in the
; Cperation
|

of f-gas system burning at the

|
flow orifice or in the jet air
ejector.

|
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Table A.2
-

Reactor Butiding Fires (Continued)

i

t

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tvoe Remarks ,

Brunswick 2 6/15/77 Power Hydrogen Following an of f-gas over-
Operation pressurization, a hydrogen fire

iwas detected downstream of the
isteam jet air ejectors.

Unknown BWR 2/10/78 Power Electrical Smoke was noticed coming from t

Operation a supply bresker.

2 Indian Point 2 9/4/79 Power Oil, A fire occurred in the reactor
i Operation Insulation coolant pump tube. Insulation

was saturated with oil and
<>

ignited.

Robinson 2 9/30/79 Power Oil Lagging f're on cold leg
Operation piping. Fire caused by ;

lubricating oil leak.
,

San Oncfre 1 7/16/80 Hot 011 Oil from leaking reactor

Shutdown Insulation coolant pump oil filter came
in contact with the hot pump

casing and ignited.

Nine Mile 4/27/80 Power Oil Fire resulted from lube oli r

Point 1 Operation that leaked from a main
turbine shaft-driven feed
water pump.

I

, t
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|: Table A.2
1

!..
!

Reactor Building Fires (Concluded)'
[

L v

i.' I

l;. Plant Date of Plant Fire
i.. Name Occurrence Status Tvve Reserksi.

4

{- Pilgrim 2/24/81' Power- Insulatio A fire was ignited by welded
| Operation
j: sparks falling on temporary

fomur rubber insulation.
Unknown PWR 11/7/81 Power- Electrical Wiring harness was pinched off

Operation in=1de a cabinet and,

>-

electrically shorted out.
-

Unknown BUR 2/12/82. Cold Oil Pipe vibrating loose leaked'

; Shutdown onto a het turbine casing.!

$. I

!- f
; t
!- !
: >
1

I

I

! t
#

!
>
?
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Table A.3

i Control Room Fires

'

,

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tyre Remarks

Unknown 7/4/78 Power Diode Zener diode failed in an RPS
operation circuit.

,

Three Mile 7/12/79 Cold Circuit overheated resistor caused fire
Island 2 Shutdown Board in a radiation-monitoring,

readout panel. Extinguished
3 immediately. ,

8

-

o

Hatch 1* 3/12/83 Power Relay Low reactor water level RPS
operation relay burned causing a 1/2 ;

(944) scran (failed safe). |

Extinguished by operators. |

Hatch 1* 3/30/83 Power Relay Scram discharge volume high-
Operation level RPS relay burned a 1/2
(344) scram (failed causing safe) .

Extinguished by operators.
Same type of relay as in
previous event.

>

*

* Counted as one event for quantification or fire frequency.

!

|
,

t

_ - -
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Table A.4 )

| Cab's Spreading Room Fires

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Type Remarks

Browns 3/22/75 Power Cable Spread from cable spreading

Ferry I and 2 Operation Fire room to reactor building in

(1004) Unit I and affected Unit 2.
,

C Peach Bottom 3 4/18/77 Power Relay Fire in PCIS logic and RHR
Operation Fire valve relay.

(25%)

i

_ _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ _
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Table A.5

Switchgear Room Fires
!

I,
,

.

Plant- Date of- Plant Fire

Name , Occurrence Status Tvoe R*==rks ,

#

F

Unknown PWR 11/7/79 Power 480-V Bus Fire involved 480-V bus; short (

Operation circuit caused by rodent !

bridging two energized phases. j,

!

Unknown BWR 4/15/80 Power Bus Fire involved supply bus in ;

7 Operation switchgear rocia. |
'

Unknown PUR 7/6/80 Power Circuit Fire involving switchgear roos

Operation Breaker breaker. Out of adjustment ;

control circuit completed. [
'

t
t

Yankee Rowe -8/2/84 Fower Circuit A fault occurred in the 480-V y

[
Operation Breaker supply ACB to bus 4-1; high _

)(1004) resistance in the sein dis-
connecting contacts caused an
are to propagate from the
center phase to the outside
phases.'

I
!

I i

! f
t

i

!
!

$

t
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Table A.6

Battery Room Fires

|
Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tyre Resarks

Robinson 2 7/16/78 Power Battery Plastic tops of two operation
cells of a station battery

caught fire; caused by resis-
tance heating of a terminal
connection during the heavy dc

y load of the emergency oil pump. |
j i

s

Unknown 7/27/18 Power Battery Fire caused by defectivev.

|
Operation terminal or unsecured

connections.'

Palisades 4/6/79 Power Battery A test lead being used to take

Operation battery voltage readings fell
(100%) and struck a battery connector,

causing a spark which ignited
hydrogen gas.

Brunswick 1 11/27/82 Power Capacitor Battery charger capac;2or
Operation caught fire for unknown reason.
(68%)

|
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Table A.7

Turbine Building Fires

Plant Date of Plant Fire
Renarks

Name Occurrence Status Type

Leak in oil supply line soaked
Nine Mile 9/13/72 Power 011

Operation Insulation insulation and ignited when it
came in contact with hot pipe.Point

A fire started in oil-soaked
Yankee Rowe 6/15/73 Power 011.

Operation Insulation insulation around the high-
pressure turbine bearing
casing.

7 Unknown TVR 8/15/73 Power Unknown Fire around turbine area-
unknown cause.Operation

-

e

Unknown FWR 9/20/74 Power Ping Pong Cigarette ignited box of ping ,

|
Operation Balls pong balls--automatic deluge

|

system initiated.

Bus fault resulted in cable
Kevaunee 4/15/75 Power Bus

insulative damage.
Operation

Iraking oil free a turbine oil
Unknown I%'R 6/27/75 Power 011

purifier ignited when itOperation
contacted purifier heaters.

Cables above the fire charred.

Haddam Neck 9/75 Power 011. Oil-soaked insulation.
Operation Insulation fire on gland steam

lines umbr high-pressure

turbine.

I
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Table A.7

Turbine Building Fires (Continued)
,-

!

Plant Date of Plant Fire i
Name Occurrence Status Twe Remarks !

Unknown Pb'R 4/3/77 Power Hydrogen Isaking hydrogen at the [
Operation generator fgnited. Purged with

CO by shift personnel.2

!

Saint incie 1 4/3/77 Power Hydrogen Hydrogen leaked from turbine
Operation and ignited. Generator inerted

with CO -= 2
1

Oyster Creek 1 5/77 Refueling Cable Aluminum-to-copper bus tere inal

7 Insulation connecters resulted in high ;:

[ resistance and burned cable
,

insulation. I
'

r
i i

Peach Bottom 3 9/77 Power Relays Three relays in feedwater
'

Operation pump relay cabinet ignited.
Since flame retardent cables

I were used in cabinet, fire did
*

not propagate.

Unknown PL*R 7/5/78 Power Auxiliary Class B fire including the
Operation Boiler auxiliary boiler.

.

Cook 2 11/13/78 Power Hydrogen Hydrogen fire under generator. [
Operatien Purged with CO .2

;

Prewns Ferry 1 1/21/80 Power Cable Fire in cable tray beneath the |
Operation Insulation turbine building operating

floor.

!.
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Table A.7 I

Turbine Building Fires (Conclua d) ,

:'

*

Plant Date of Plant Fire ,

'

Navee Occurrence Status Type Remarks
1

Cook 2 12/15/80 Power Electrical Fire in generator pilot
Operation exciter.

Unknown BWR 7/24/81 Power Pump Condensate booster pump binding -

Operation overheated and caught fire.

Sequoyah 1 1/19/82 Cold Transformer Neutral ground transformer
Shutdown expladed activating deluge

systete.

!>
i Unknown PWR 2/4/82 Power Hydrogen Hydrogen Icaked from a bad seal [

Operation into the generator. jcm

t
!Rancho Seco 3/19/84 Power Hydrogen Hydrogen explosion occurred

side sealOperation following loss of H2
oil pump. |

Indian Point 2 10/22/84 Power Insulation Fire in insulation at the |i

Operation governor end of the high- ;1

pressure turbine. !

| [

Arnold 11/4/84 Power Transformer Transformer fire in yard

| Operation propagated to the turbine
building.

,

!
!

L

i
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Table A.8

Diesel Generator Room Fires

Plant Date of Flant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Type Remar'rs

Duane Arnold 3/17/76 Refueling Oil The diesel flange gasket

Outage leaked exhaust gases with
traces of oil ento the exterior
of the flany. The oil was
ignited by exhaust heat.

Duane Arnold 4/17/76 Power Oil Oil lesked onto the diesel
Operatton exhaust manifold and caught

fire.
>

[ Millstone 2 9/15/76 Fower 011. A small fire occurred on the |
e

Operation Insulation exhaust manifold at the control )
|end of the engine.

| Zion 2 9/15/76 Fower An operator disconnected a dc
! Operation tie breaker, tripping the

reactor and initiating safe

injection. The ma generator
was overloaded resulting in a

fire.

Fitzpatrick 10/15/76 Power Oil During testing a fire was

Operation discovered in the exhaust the
ee-rgency diesel generator.

Duane Arnold 11/4/76 Power Oil A hairline fracture in a fuel
Operation line fittinr, caused foal to

spray out and be ir.nited by
heat fron the exhaust header.
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Table A.F

Diesel Generator Room Fires (Continued)

|
t

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Type Remarks

Unknown P'JR 12/4//6 Power Oil During maintenance on the
Operation emergency diesel, a filter was

ignited due to overheated oil.

Calvert 7/11/77 Power Oil A small fire developed when

Cliffs 1 Operation lube oli sprayed from the lube
oil strainer and Ignited on

contact with the exhaust
manifold.

>
u Kewaunee 9/20/77 Power Carbon A fire was caused by carbont

Operation Buildup residue buildep in the |

exhaust path through the j

turbocharger. |

Probable cause of fir * as
Unknown 12/28/77 Power

combustible materials in
Operation

j close proximity to the om- el
f exhaust stack. |

|

Arkansas 3/20/78 Refueling Oil Failure of bearing oil seal
'

allowed lubricating oil in the
Nuclear Outage turbocharger of the diesel j
One I

generator.

' Arkansas 11/15/78 Refueling Oil Fire in a diesel exhausti

manifold durir.g a test.
Nuclear Outage

One I
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Table A.8

Diesel Generator Room Fires (Continued)

Flant Date of FIant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tyre Remarks

Crystal 7/24/79 Hot 011 A fire was caused in the
River 3 Shutdown Carbon exhaust manifold of an

emergency diesel generator an
excessive fuel-rich :Exture
sided by oil and carbon
accumulation.

Unknown IVR 7/24/79 Fower Electrical A fire involved the excite
control cabinet of a dieselOperation
generator.

>
E Crystal 10/15/79 Hot 011 Fire in the exhaust manifold

River 3 Shutdown fuel-oil eix rich on start-
~

(test).
|
1

Maine Yankee 10/15/79 Fower 011 A diesel turbocharger failed

which resulted in a fireOperation
within the exhaust system.

A small fire occurred in a
Calvert 3/7/80 Fower

Cliffs 2 Operation diesel generator room.

Davis- 7/15/80 Power Fire in a turbecharger.

Besse 1 Operation

Davis- 9/23/80 Cold Oil A diesel turbocharger failure

which resulted in a fire in
Besse 1 Shutdown

the exhaust pipe.

..

. . . . . .
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.
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Table A.8

Diesel Generator Room Fires (Continued)

Flant Date of Flant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Tyre -

Remarks

Unknown TVR 3/9/81 Power Oil, Fire involved exhaust
Operation Insulation manifold insulation.

North Anna 1 4/15/81 Power Oil An oil leak in the area of the
exhaust manifold started a smallOperation
fire.

Unknown BVR 5/15/81 Fower Elet.trical Smoke filled diesel generator

Operation building.

U Arkansas 5/30/81 Hot 011 Oil leaked through a diesel

Nuclear Shutdown Insulation gasket onto insulation,
Igniting a fire.One 2

San Onofre 1 7/14/81 Fower 011 imbe oil spraying from a

Operation cracked instrument ifne was
Ignited by hot exhaust pipe
above the diesel engine.

North Anna 1 //16/81 Power Oil An oil leak in the diesel
exhaust manifold caused theOperation
fire.

Arkansas 7/27/81 Power Oil, Fire on oil-soaked insulation
Nuclear Operation Insulation on a diesel engine.

One 1



Table A.8

riesel Generator Room Fires (Concluded)

Plant Date of Plant Fire

Name Occurrence Status Twe Remarks

Zion 1 8/15/81 Power Oil Lube oil sprayed passed a
Operation operation o-ring seat onto hot

exhaust manifold caused fire.

Praire 8/15/82 Power Oil Turbocharger oil gasket filter j

e Island 1 Operation failure sprayed lube oil onto |3

hot exhaust manifold and ignited. |"
w

Peach 9/7/83 Maintenance Oil A diesel governor increased fuel
flow as a result of a turbo-Bottom 2 Outage
charger failure. Excess fuel
ignited in the exhaust.

L

Peach 17/18/86 Cold Oil A diesel fire was caused by a

Bottom 1 Shutdown leaking fitting on a fuel
injector Ifne.

t

,

. . _ . _ _ _ _
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This report presents procedures which can be used to assess external hazards at
nuclear power plants. These methods were used to perform the external events risk
assessmento for the Surry and Peach Bottom nuclear power plants as part of the
NRC-sponsored NUREG-1150 program. These methods apply to the full range of hazards
such as carthquakes, fires, floods, etc. which are collectively known as external
events and are based on making full utilization of the power plant systeme logic
models developed in the internal events analyses.

Hallmarks of the methods described include the use of extensive computer-aided
screening prior to the detailed analysis of each external event hazard to which the
plant might conceivably be exposed. These screening procedures identify those
external events which could contribute to the risk at the plant and significantly
reduce the number of events for which subsequent detailed analysis is required.
Taken together, these techniques provide a relatively straightforward and, in some
cases, simplified set of techniques for the analysis of the full range of external
events and provides for both scrutability and reproducibility of the final results.
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